3. The record of observation

Fig 3. ‘European placenames mentioned in text’
Phil Hughes, GIS department, Mornington Peninsula Shire, reproduced with permission.

This chronology is selective for the periods when the Bonurong were in
Melbourne, noting only those events which I consider to be of significance or
interest specifically to them. When they moved back into their own country, this
chronology records incidents of significance on a daily basis – the fundamental
criteria for selection being the aim of introducing the reader to the terms and
conditions of daily living – what life was like, as well as getting the names of the
people into the public record so that we can begin to see the original owners of
the peninsula as people, not as the category ‘The Aborigines’.
3 January 1839
The four Assistant Protectors, Edward Stone Parker, James Dredge, Charles
Wightman Sievwright and William Thomas arrived in Melbourne from England
via Sydney, all with wives and with 22 children between them.1

1 HRV, vol 2B: 419. Robinson told Dredge on 2 September 1842 that Sievwright was dismissed for ‘general
immorality’ (not involving Aborigines), Dredge Diary 1839–1843, MS 5244, SLV; Dredge resigned early and
was replaced by Le Souef who was also dismissed.
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Fig 4. ‘Assistant Protectors’ tents at bend in Yarra’
Thomas sketch, from the William Thomas papers, 1834–1868, 1902, Mitchell Library, reproduced with the
permission of the State Library of New South Wales.

14 January 1839
Ningerranow, a fine Aborigine and his wife and two boys aged about nine and
11 visited Thomas on the banks of the Yarra and demonstrated throwing a
boomerang. The woman was dressed ‘comfortable’ wearing a fine opossum skin
cloak and appeared very different to the naked wretches Thomas had seen at
Sydney.2
12 February 1839
An old Bonurong woman named Dindo and her two sons Derremot and
Ningerranow with their families were the first people to come in to the protectors
presenting with the symptoms of influenza, which was to sweep through the
blacks. Thomas consulted Assistant Protector Sievwright who had some medical
knowledge as a consequence of his army service, and between their efforts and
those of Mrs Thomas who sent a quart of tea plus bread to them every morning,
they nursed this particular family back to health. Thomas was usually the bearer
of the bread and tea, and he took his children with him, specifically ‘in order to
bring them into sympathy with these poor people’.3

2 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 73, ML.
3 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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28 March 1839
‘A Grand Feast to introduce the Protectors and convince the Blacks that the
Protectors were their friends’.
Friendly Blackfellows were despatched in all directions to sound the
call among the more distant tribes. Arrangements were made with the
Government to supply provisions, firewood, cooking utensils etc. Notice
given in the two newspapers of the Grand Feast inviting the public to
attend. The Protectors had borrowed a large marquee from the Survey
Department, and provided at their own expense, lunch and liquid
refreshment for the elite of Melbourne. The locality selected was on the
Eastern Hill somewhere about the junction of Collins and Russell Streets.
There on Thursday 28 March 1839 assembled more than 500
Blackfellows. A large fire was made with certain iron arrangements
for spits, where whole quarters of beef and whole sheep were roasted.
Men with choppers and knives on by blocks divided and distributed
to the Blacks. By boilers in which Tea was made and served out in great
pannicans. Altogether that day was consumed and carried away – for
what they could not eat was given them to take away – 600lbs of beef,
200 lbs Mutton, 500 lbs Bread, 100 lbs Rice, 50 lbs Sugar, 7 lbs Tea.
Mr Sievwright had charge of the Refreshment tent where a large number
of Ladies and Gentlemen partook of the hospitality and thoroughly
enjoyed the day. The other Protectors busily engaged serving the blacks.
In the afternoon sports were held. Racing. They were divided into
Groups. Two tomahawks stuck into a tree. 150 yards measured, Two
Groups off. The first two in the race secured a Tomahawk each. Then
other groups took their place, until a good many Tomahawks had been
won. Then throwing the spear for various prizes, and the way those
fellows would split a board one and a half inches thick was something
to look at. Then throwing the reed spear at hats thrown into the air.
Then wrestling, but they were not good at that, their greasy bodies
not affording good hold. Climbing poles and throwing the Boomerang
concluded the day. Care was taken that the Blacks should not get a drop
of liquor.
The whole passed off splendidly, everyone was pleased and the black
Lubras carried off a good deal of tucker. The two assigned servants,
who had assisted as waiters in the refreshment tent during the day, were
found at night to be helplessly drunk and were turned into Government.4
4 William Jackson Thomas, ‘Reminiscences’, CY 3106, frames 54–55, ML.
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1 April 1839
The Assistant Protectors were allocated their districts and ordered into the field,
excepting Thomas, whose district was ‘the Melbourne or Westernport District’
and who was ordered to remain in Melbourne because so many Aborigines of
his district were congregated there. He was also to act as the Chief Protector’s
scribe and clerk.5
6 May 1839
Thomas records the distressed and diseased state of the natives; in the opinion
of Dr Cussen who was called to attend to them:
In the whole of his experience of 18 months (and he has had occasion to
attend many) that he never visited them in such a diseased and wretched
state of want and disease, and that five or six more are at the verge of
death, and that unless something is done to relieve their wants, speedy
extinction must soon take place.6
He also corroborates Mr Sievwright’s account of the awful prevalence of the
venereal disease, and states further that ‘they feel truly sensitive and grateful
for any the smallest attention being paid to their condition’.7

The venereal
This is not a simple observation and it has to be carefully considered. Dr Cussen
was horrified at ‘the venereal’. Note that the observation refers to ‘the natives’
– it is not an observation about the Bonurong specifically but about people from
all districts congregated in Melbourne. A secondary source has quoted Thomas
as saying that 9/10 of the Bonurong were labouring with the Venereal Disease,8
but this is a result of misreading the original source.
The original record is a quote with quotation marks included by Thomas in
his journal for 5 May 1839, and repeated as a quote with quotation marks
in his monthly summary of events:9 it is from another Assistant Protector’s
report – Sievwright, just before the four assistant protectors were forced out of
Melbourne by Robinson to their respective districts.

5 HRV, vol 2B: 451–452.
6 In the original Ms, Thomas calls this man Dr Cousins (Thomas Journal, Monday 6 May 1839, CY 2604,
frame 82, ML). Dr Patrick Cussen was the Colonial Surgeon: Thomas often calls him Dr Cousins.
7 HRV, vol 2B: 524.
8 Sullivan 1981: 17.
9 CY 2604, item 1, frame 49 and frame 82, ML.
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Mr S – report has this affecting sentence, 9/10 of these poor creatures
are labouring under the Venereal Disease, which is not confined to age
or sex, the Infant at the breast, as well as the aged & infirm are infected
with it.
The observation refers to blacks congregating in Melbourne, not only the
Bonurong; there had been blacks from Geelong, Mt Macedon, the Loddon River
and the Goulburn River in town, as well as the Yarra and Western Port blacks.
The observation doubtless includes Bonurong, but the flat assertion as it stands
is simply wrong: it is not Thomas speaking, and it is not about the Bonurong
exclusively. There is a section on the evidence for syphilis which questions the
diagnosis itself, later in this chapter.
Thomas recorded their state as appalling (5 May); their sufferings were
exacerbated by a period of extreme cold weather (bitter night 3 May, piercing
cold 5 May). He wrote that he felt himself honoured to be able to assist a lubra
to get her dying husband off the ground to attend to what nature required.
He was very old, and blind, and his legs were paralysed, and once she had got
him up clutching her digging stick, she had to move his legs one at a time. Her
tenderness impressed him (19 May).10 In another version of the same period
Thomas records the word for cold:
not a blanket to cover them and we their Protectors had not a single
Blanket at our disposal for these poor creatures. St James the Apostle
should have been here. Could the British Parliament or His Excellency
have felt our feelings they could certainly never have placed us in such
a position without means. They did not however in vain call out dinke
– cold – I and my colleagues gave them blankets from our own beds.11
4 July 1839
Thomas receives his orders from the Chief Protector to depart for Western Port.12
13 July 1839
Thomas, still in Melbourne, decided to sleep with the blacks at their
encampment, though his two servants refused. He had a tent, but no food or
water, no bed and no pannican or billy. Two Bonurong men, Poleorong (Billy
Lonsdale) and Munnmunngeen made up a big fire as close to Thomas’ tent as
was safe, and then slept outside his tent flap. In the morning before full daylight
Poleorong peeped in when Thomas was reading his morning psalms. ‘No bread
you, no lay down you, no good that no bread’ was Poleorong’s response.
10 HRV, vol 2B: 522, 523, 525.
11 Thomas Journal, 5 May 1839, CY 2604, item 3, frame 82, ML.
12 HRV, vol 2B: 531.
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Poleorong went and got him some fire, and some bread, sugar and tea saying ‘white
man give me, me give you’. Thomas thanked him but sent the bread back and
gave Poleorong the tea and sugar and half a crown. But Poleorong insisted ‘No me
give you’. Thomas forced him to take the money but asked for water and a pannican
which Poleorong brought to him. Thomas’ stomach ‘eaved’ at the blacks’ pannican
and the blacks’ water but he was so thirsty that he was glad of it.13

Poleorong/Polleorong/Billy Lonsdale
His father is Nomminditolong who died about 2 December 1839 after
leaving the encampment at Moody Yallock (Thomas Journal, CY 2604,
item 4, ML); his brother is Buller Bullup; Poleorong was a person
analogous to a wizard, dreaded by strangers (Thomas Notebook in
Brough Smyth Papers, SLV); his Aboriginal name Poleeorong alludes
to the cherry tree where his mother brought him forth (Thomas, 17
August 1863 in Smyth 1878, vol 2: 91).
1837 – According to Brough Smyth quoting Thomas’ notes, it was
Governor Sir Richard Bourke who conferred on Poleorrong the name
Billy Lonsdale after Captain Lonsdale, the first Police Magistrate in
Port Phillip (Smyth 1972, vol 1: 82).
22 Jan 1839 – ‘Saw one particularly fine young man as I was going to
Melbourne. He was leaning against the post of a hut door. In his clean
blanket down to his legs he had a majestic appearance. Nothing of the
savage appeared in him. His countenance was dignified and frank. He
surpassed all that I had yet seen. I went up to him. His speech was
remarkable. Soft, in fact more like that of a female. He spoke English
well, that is to say what he spoke was correct in pronunciation. He said
“You go to Melbourne”. I said yes. He said to the brick-maker whose
hut he was at “Good bye”. He asked me my name and told me his, he
said Captain Lonsdale was his brother. I walked with him. He called
a boat, we crossed the Yarra together. He was particular in telling me
the names of the trees, ground, grass, water, dogs etc’, (HRV, vol 2B:
436); 5 Jun 1839 – Billy Lonsdale and Turnbull brought to Robinson
buttons and cloth for Native Police uniforms, from Captain Lonsdale
(Robinson in Clark 1998, vol 1: 50); 11 Jun 1839 – Robinson purchased
two blankets at eight shillings each for Turnbull and Billy Lonsdale
(Robinson in Clark 1998, vol 1: 50); Jul 1839 – Poo-le-o-rong, name
taken in encampment (Thomas ‘A’ diary, set 214, item 1, ML); 15 Jul
1839 – My first night sleeping with the blacks, Billy Lonsdale and
Murrumban slept by my door. Poleorong brought Thomas food and water
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(Thomas ‘A’ diary, set 214/1, ML); 17 Jul 1839 – Ballaymoro alias Billy
Lonsdale, he and six named others arrived at Geelong (Sievwright to
CP, 39/10217 in 4/2471, AO of NSW); 17 Sep 1839 – Old Morragine
told the story and Ningolobin confirmed it that Poleorong, Talliorang
and Derrimut, with Kulpendure’s help, killed Peter, Mr Langhorne’s
Murrumbidgee boy at Western Port. Next day, the culprits asked
Thomas ‘What for sulky?’, ‘No good that blackfellow, no his
country this and no good you’ (Thomas Journal, 1839–40, uncat
MSS set 214, box 1, ML); 17 Sep 1839 – same facts are recorded in
Robinson (Clark 1998, vol 1: 83); 17 Nov 1839 – Billy Lonsdale called
on Robinson and gave him a necklace of kangaroo teeth, for which
Robinson gave in exchange a rug, knife and rice; Billy Lonsdale gave
Robinson much info about the blacks, which Robinson says ‘is entered’
(Robinson in Clark 1998, vol 1: 344); 22 Nov 1839 – Poolirong, male
aged 24, Bunurong tribe (Thomas census, VPRS 10, unit 1, PROV).
No date but early – At the brickworks at Princes Bridge, Thomas was
with the Western Port black Billy Lonsdale who said, watching a man
smooth clay, Pundgyl make em Koolins – Pundgyl worked up the clay
with his big one knife and when all soft commenced to make Man,
beginning at the feet and the legs and so on upwards, he made a
man on each piece of bark when he had made them he looked at
them a long while was pleased danced round them he then got some
stringy bark made hair of it and put on their heads once straight and
the other he curled, Pundgyl was big one pleased and danced round
them he gave each a name (Byrt 2004, CY 3131, T DOC).
1840 – Thomas’ half yearly report states that Poleorong and Buller
Bullup left for Lake Colac without telling him (40/12629 in 4.2512/1,
AO of NSW); 1840 – Listed with de Villiers and Kollorllok as a party
of three in a large group of 57 present at Arthurs Seat and determined
to go to Western Port (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 8, ML); 1840
– Poleorong’s name is on a list of single men (Thomas Journal, CY
2605, frame 23, ML); 7 Jun 1840 – in Melbourne Billy Lonsdale gave
GA Robinson a list of 24 names of those Western Ports presently at
Tubberubbabel (Clark 1998, vol 1: 344).
8 July 1841 – Dredge was at Geelong to preach and saw two Boonworong, Billy
Lonsdale and Mr de Villiers (Dredge Diary 1839–1843, Ms 5244: 199, SLV).
5 Dec 1843 – Two blacks came to Thomas’ tent at Merri Creek and
said that he was ‘no good’ for writing a letter to La Trobe to put Billy
Lonsdale and d’Villiers in gaol (VPRS 4410, unit 3/79: 2, PROV).
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13 Feb 1844 – great gathering of the tribes, nearly 700, to witness
judicial proceedings against Poleorong (Thomas to Robinson, VPRS 11,
unit 8, PROV); no date – in his later remarks, Thomas says upwards of
800 were present and that Poleorong and Warardor were two of the
leading men and greatest warriors in the Western Port tribe (Thomas
in Bride 1969: 433); 7 Apr 1844 – Yankee Yankee brought before the
Bench for obstructing the Chief Constable in his attempt to arrest
Poleorong for the murder of the young Aboriginal boy in the service of
Mr Manton at Western Port (Smyth 1972, vol 1: 81 quoting a colonial
magistrate).
1846 or 1847 – CCL Tyers said that Billy Lonsdale and Yal Yal led a party
from Melbourne who killed 30 of the Corner Inlet blacks between
Tarwin and Corner Inlet (Governor’s Despatches, January-December
1853, pp. 1649–1654, A 2342, ML).
13 Mar 1848 – Complaint by Poleorong about his employer Mr Glass;
Billy Lonsdale does not wish me to stir further in it, he states that next
season he will see that no blacks work for Glass (Thomas to Robinson,
VPRS 11, box 11/691, PROV); 4 Sep 1848 – Commandant HEP Dana
lists Billy Lonsdale among a number of Western Port men armed, and
seeking revenge in Gippsland (La Trobe to Col Sec 19 September 1848,
48/10473 in Port Phillip Part 3, 4/2824, AO of NSW); 12 Sep 1848 –
Thomas reports that when he was last at Western Port, quite a few
Western Port men were in Gippsland to seduce or barter for women,
including Billy Lonsdale, due back at the end of September (VPRS 11,
Box 11/701, PROV).
Jan 1852 – A Bacchus Marsh black ‘killed Buller Bullup (Western Port
Tribe and brother to Billy Lonsdale)’ (Thomas Journal, Byrt 2004: 171).
16 August 1839
Thomas started for Arthurs Seat14 having sent off his men and his cart earlier.15
Robinson had suggested to him two days earlier that somewhere near Arthurs Seat
would be preferable to the Western Port coast as a central situation for his district.16
17 August 1839
Thomas arrived at Edward Hobson’s station, Kangerong, near Mt Martha on the
Mornington Peninsula: there were about 36 natives there.17
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14 HRV, vol 2B: 535.
15 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
16 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
17 HRV, vol 2B: 536. Note that Byrt annotates ‘My first Journey with the blacks’, as an 1839 document (Byrt
2004: 20). This is correct because Thomas himself has inserted 1839 at a later date, when he was writing up
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18 August 1839
Thomas took the names and number of the blacks and commenced a vocabulary
at Hobson’s.18 Apart from one old man19 they all seemed perfectly well and
happy.20
19 August 1839
Hobson showed Thomas his six work agreements with blacks lately in the
service of Mr Batman.21 Thomas informed the blacks living at Hobson’s that he
was going to live among them and make a miam for his lubra.22 Next day when
he visited the encampment he found six families preparing to go hunting for
five days; they invited him to come too, and he would have gone with them,
except that he had no provisions and he did not wish to start his ‘career’ with
them by depending on their bounty. Several women and children went fishing,
to be back in three days.23

Exploration on foot of the southern peninsula
20 –25 August 1839
Thomas passed Meyricks’ Station.24 About six miles beyond Arthurs Seat, en
route to Point Nepean, and about a furlong inland from the beach, he came upon
several miams where there were vast quantities of oyster shells.25 He spent the
night at Desailley’s station.26
He then ‘imprudently’ proceeded to Cape Schanck without compass or map, to
visit Robert Jamieson who had been a fellow passenger on the ship out from
England, but he did not call in at the station because he met Jamieson on the
his papers. But the document itself narrates the events of January and February 1840, when Billibellary in
Melbourne exhorted the Bonurong to go to Arthurs Seat, then tried hard to prevent Thomas accompanying
the Western Port blacks on their raid, on the grounds that he would be killed. When Thomas alludes to his
first journey he is meaning the first journey to Western Port and beyond which took place in February 1840,
see later in this chapter.
18 HRV, vol 2B: 536.
19 Thomas has scratched out something and there is an inkblot, so his text cannot be read with absolute
confidence, but this old man is almost certainly Bunggane, male, Bonurong, aged 60, an elder, husband of
Tuaningrook, who died at Arthurs Seat in August 1839, see Thomas Return of Births and Deaths, 1 April 1839
– 29 February 1840, VPRS 4410, unit 3/66, PROV. Bunggane was the father of Poleorong.
20 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
21 Thomas Journal, set 214, item 1, ML. These men were Pigeon, Joseph and an unnamed man. The work
agreements set out the work to be done and the wages paid. Hobson’s three blacks received the same pay as a
white man – 12 pounds, 14 shillings to 16 pounds plus board and lodging (HRV, vol 2B: 766).
22 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
23 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
24 HRV, vol 2B: 536. Boniong on the Old Cape Schanck road.
25 Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
26 The Desailley brothers’ station was Tondomohuc: on Thomas’ map he locates it at the back of Rosebud
between Boniong and Port Phillip.
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road. He filled his pockets with little fish like cockles from the beach, and
traced minutely from Cape Schanck to Point Nepean but could not find the
least appearance of a native encampment. He got to Point Nepean, then went
back to Observation Point on the Western Port side, finding two faint tracks
only. He crossed again to Point King where he passed several kangaroo tracks
as plain as cattle tracks, and saw several flocks of boomer kangaroos, 50 or
more depasturing together. He ran down the kangaroo tracks but could not find
water, spending two days and a night without it, till it rained and he was able
to catch water in a handkerchief which he sucked.27 He was dive-bombed by an
immense sea eagle, took fright and ran, came to a rise and saw Port Phillip, and
was able to navigate his way back to the native encampment and his quarters
at 4 pm on 25 August.28 Next day he selected his head station Tubberubbabel,
see Chapter 4.
On the inside cardboard front cover of Thomas’ ‘A’ Diary, he wrote a description
of what he saw on this first exploratory visit. It is reproduced here in full
because of the value of the information – he gives the name of the mollusc,
Yearl Yearl, from whence the people became known as the Yal Yals, corrupted
later by misreading to Tal Tals, and he indicates clearly that the lime industry
began with the destruction of middens, and there is an early mention of the First
Settlement site at Sullivan’s bay.
Pt Nepean – the fragment of Old Settlement, the foundations of large
house or building still remain, surely by the appearance a settlement
was intended, though could any thought be so [one word illegible]. I
have travelled here for miles in all Directions, in search of water (& now
winter), but in vain, not even a puddle. About 1/2 Mile or More beyond
Arthur’s Seat & 1/4 mile from beech in reeds, a fine rivulet of water
running rapid (now Winter) – beyond this on the way to Pt Nepean,
thirteen miles from the coast, an agricultural and lime Establishment.
6 men are employed. All seem friendly to the blacks. Shells are here in
abundance – may be gathered as fast as you can load (comparatively
speaking). The Men informed me that they had a wonderful supply
of good and excellent water. They have often shifted their huts and
never failed of good supply of water by digging 20–30 feet. They had
lately discovered some limestone. They dug by it and found water in
abundance of the purest kind issuing from springs [two words illegible].
Agriculture they say pays wonderfully. I think I understand that this
Establishment belongs to Mr Saul___. From Cape Schanck to Pt Nepean
27 This description of the kangaroo walk near or at Point King resonates with John Murray’s 1802
description of the country about Point King having no water, several hundred acres recently burnt, large trees
well spaced, no brush, altogether reminding him of Greenwich Park (Murray 2001: 66–67).
28 HRV, vol 2B: 537; Thomas Journal, Summary of Proceedings for August 1839, CY 3082, ML.
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is the most dangerous coast I ever saw; rocks not only stretching into the
sea, but separate from the Beech, in the sea, & almost the whole Beech
is a strand of irregular rock, thousands of adhering fish, the likes of the
cockle29 kind, but much larger and fatter. The natives call them Yearl
Yearl. I lived on these for 4 days, filling both my large pockets, so that I
might prosecute my journey. Thro’ some of these rocks I crept thro’ that
were on the beech, there was one huge rock about 90 or 100 feet high that
had an opening like an archway wide enough for a dray or two to pass
through. I slept on the top of the Mountain 2 nights and the sound of
the sea most terrific as the waves struck the rocks in the sea like cannons
going off, and that continually while the continued beating of the sea
on the rock shore was like continuous thunder. The trees on the top of
these mountains grows horizontal thus >>>>, large as well as small.
I slept one night on an horizontal myrtle group which inclined with
my weight like a bed and these trees are in good wholesome condition,
and large as well, if not finer than any I have ever seen in the Colony.
All of the bush kinds. I cannot account for this in no other way than
the power of forces of SW winds forcing them in this oblique direction
while young, and yet they are stronger in the earth, I do think, than
those in the usual position. I saw but few, very few trees that had fallen
tho’ the wind here is enough to blow even rocks to pieces.
On the shore between Cape Schanck and Nepean Pt are many curious
specimens of the growth of seaweed to rock. I do think that the muck
of weed, seashell etc has formed if not the large rock on this coast, the
rocky strand. I examined several portions of weed some with fish that
had become that hard that I could not make an impression with my
fingers, only pressing very hard with my stick, could then just imprint,
and so as not to return to its former state – the seaweed, muck and sand,
shellfish. I doubt not with the great powerful force of the SW wind
have formed the heterogenous mass of Rocky Beech from Cape Schanck
to Pt Nepean, and to establish my theory still more, the beech from Pt
Nepean to Arthur’s Seat is quite the reverse – seaweed soft and natural,
and nature resumes in growth of trees etc etc. A clear flat sandy Beech
presents itself, and uninterrupted by Rock etc, save just at the turn of
Pt Nepean and at the base and peak of Arthur’s Seat.
I traversed for four days almost every Mountain hill and dale from Pt
Nepean to Cape Schanck – 1 day coasting only on the Beech,

29 Cockle is the common name for a group of (mostly) small, edible, saltwater clams, marine bi-valve
molluscs in the family Cardiidae. There are more than 200 species of cockles with many more fossil forms.
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1 day crossing from Cape Schanck to about 5 miles W of Arthur’s Seat
and about 1 and ½ miles from the coast to within 4 or 5 miles again
off Pt Nepean, and 1 in crossing the tongue of land from the Arthur’s
Seat coast to the C Schanck coast, and then taking a central course by
a diagonal direction between the two shores, coming within 3 miles of
Arthur’s Seat and then making for the Beech.
I saw 1 or 2 native paths in that tongue of land in the whole, about 50
kangaroo tracks, almost as large and as trodden down by foot of man. I
saw, I should suppose, 500 at least and often 40 or 50 in a drove. They
run an eminence size near Pt Nepean.30 The country is rich and good,
and if water was plentiful, doubt not but squatters would soon find
their way hither. I could not find the least appearance of water in the
whole rout till within a mile of Cape Schanck, and that I did not discover
till the third day, when I drank to excess. About 2 miles further than
Arthur’s Seat were 12 huts most substantially built which I doubt not in
their periodical fishing excursions they return to, & from appearances
they return to and inhabit their own individual huts.
I should have stated on C Schanck and Nepean Pt is the fragments I should
think of wreck – Cask, Hatchway [illegible] surely not the [illegible].31
8 September 1839
Thomas departed for Melbourne in response to an order from the Chief
Protector.32
9 October 1839
Thomas departed from Melbourne with his wife and children for Arthurs Seat, a
difficult journey with his wife sick, the creeks flooded (Mordialloc, Kannanook,
Balcombe), the bullocks becoming stuck in mud with much unloading and
reloading of the dray.33 They arrived back at his hut at Tubberubbabel on 12
October and the lubras and children were pleased to greet him.34
14 October 1839
Robinson ordered Thomas straight back to Melbourne and the blacks were very
dissatisfied, said ‘Big one lie. You tell blackfellows to come to you and then
you no stop’.35
30 This is a puzzle – big kangaroos near Point Nepean; Robinson notes the same thing – big kangaroos, boomers,
he calls them, at Point King. Why the kangaroos were so large as to be remarkable in this small area is the puzzle.
31 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 1, ML. Even the original is difficult as the cardboard edge is deteriorating.
32 HRV, vol 2B: 542.
33 HRV, vol 2B: 551.
34 HRV, vol 2B: 552.
35 HRV, vol 2B: 552.
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While in Melbourne, the most significant event appears to involve Billibellary’s
lubras. Robinson ordered Thomas to enquire into the circumstances of an
attack on them by a butcher’s dog. It was not an accident. Two eyewitnesses,
Mr McArthur and Mr Henty actually saw the butcher, Thomas Whitehead,
set his dog on the women and Thomas escorted the women, the witnesses and
Billibellary to the Chief Magistrate, who refused to hear the case, and further,
refused to grant a constable to bring the butcher to the court. Thomas issued a
summons himself, exercising his power as a Justice of the Peace, and the next
day, Saturday 19 October, prepared a tent in order to hear the case himself.
The two witnesses attended, and Thomas took their depositions, and they all
waited till midday but the accused did not appear. Thomas then waited on the
chairman of Quarter Sessions and the Crown Prosecutor who ‘refused to give
any advice, the least ever, in Aboriginal matters’. In his account of this matter
Thomas wrote in the margin:
Is it possible when the powers that be are against the blacks any good
will be done for them.36
21 October 1839
Thomas left Melbourne again for Arthurs Seat, meeting 54 blacks who were on
their way to Tubberubbabel; he had another awful journey, wading through
Mordialloc Creek up to his waist, nearly drowning his bullocks in a rising tide
at a creek eight miles further on (Konigo, now Frankston); then further on he
had another drama when his milking cow’s calf swam back over another creek
(between Frankston and Mt Martha, Smythe lists the following creeks, in order
going south from Frankston, Narringulling, Ballar, Kackerabooite, Gunyung
and Caarrar) the cow followed her calf, then the four hobbled bullocks followed
the cow and her calf: everyone survived, and he got back to Tubberubbabel at
sunset.37
26 October 1839
Thomas persuaded all the blacks at Hobson’s to come to him at Tubberubbabel,
and outlined his plan to them for manufactured goods – see Chapter 9. Then
a black messenger arrived from Melbourne summoning all the blacks to
Melbourne. Next morning, a Sunday, he had to cut short Divine Service so he
could feed them before they set off. Only five remained – women and children.38

36 CY 2604, item 3, frame 112, ML.
37 HRV, vol 2B: 553–554.
38 HRV, vol 2B: 555. This census is an enclosure at Thomas to Robinson at VPRS 10, unit1/242, PROV. It is
also on CY 3082, ML.
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4 November 1839
Thomas received another summons from the Crown Prosecutor; he left
Tubberubbabel for Melbourne, travelling 27 miles before stopping overnight
at Mr Newton’s station at Mordialloc where he met up with 17 of his blacks
already en route back to Tubberubbabel. He wrote in his journal ‘This makes
the fourth time I have been ordered to return to Melbourne since I had orders to
proceed to my district. Can any good result from such a system?’39
5 November 1839
He arrived Melbourne 1 pm and next day took a ‘more correct census’.40
12 November 1839
With exquisite political sensibility reflecting the relative numerical strength
of his two tribes (Waworong just over 120, Bonurong just over 80), Thomas
selected his five Native Police, including two Bonurong, Buller Buller aged 20,
who was Poleorong/Billy Lonsdale’s brother, and Tulemlgate aged 24, who I
suspect is Burrenum/Mr Dredge’s brother, and three Warworong. Unlike the
later 1842 Native Police Corps, the protectors’ domestic police were supposed to
keep order within the tribe.41
20 November 1839
Thomas Census: he submitted this more correct census to the Crown Prosecutor
with a covering letter stating that the 83 Bonurong are practically the whole of
the tribe, and while there may be about 20 more Warworong than the 124 whom
he named, the combined total would not be more than 230 people.42
4 December 1839
Thomas received word in Melbourne about noon that his wife was very ill and
not expected to live. He applied to Robinson for leave to go to Tuerong43 but
Robinson made him investigate an alleged assault first. He left at 6.30 pm and
rode till 10 pm before camping because his horse was lame.44
39 HRV, vol 2B: 556.
40 HRV, vol 2B: 557.
41 All the recovered details of the 1839 Domestic Police have been included in Fels 1988, chapter 3.
42 There are two microfilmed copies of this census, one at Thomas to Robinson, 20 November 1839, VPRS
10, unit 1/242, PROV which is printable but faded. The other copy is at CY 3082, frames 47–50, ML, clear and
legible, but unable to be printed due to the large paper size Thomas used. Taken together, these two versions
produce accurate spellings of the names, with no possibilities of error in transcription.
43 Tuerong is the station being established by his son William Jackson Thomas; the same place, on the
Old Moorooduc road near Balnarring road has been well known to peninsula residents as ‘Tuerong Park’, a
Limousin and Murray Grey stud run by the late Dr John Stubbe, a descendant of William Thomas. Tuerong
means laughing jackass, Thomas Vocab, CY 2984: 112, and was known as ‘the bushman’s timepiece’, CY 2984,
frame 124, ML.
44 VPRS 11, unit 7/289, PROV.
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5 December 1839
He arrived at Tubberubbabel, not Tuerong, to find Mrs Thomas seriously ill
there: 26 blacks there too.45
10 December 1839
Thomas departed Tubberubbabel with his wife for Melbourne: they arrived the
same night with Thomas a casualty on the cart too, having been injured in a
dray accident.46
15 December 1839
Thomas submitted to La Trobe his first petition for land, for a reservation for
his blacks: La Trobe agreed to forward it to Sydney, and then spoke about the
necessity of getting the blacks out of Melbourne. Thomas told the blacks that
the governor was ‘big one sulky’ with them, and so was Captain Lonsdale and
so were the soldiers.47
1 January 1840
In Melbourne, Billibellary made his comparison between the largesse under
Batman and the stinginess of the Protectorate, and Thomas made his first
request for an agricultural and cattle station for his blacks. Thomas’ draft
petition is addressed to Sir George Gipps, and he states that he has heard that
the Aborigines’ reserve, ‘895 acres of highly valuable land’ near Melbourne has
been surveyed and partitioned for sale, and that he has not heard of ‘any reserve
or remuneration in lieu of this land being in contemplation’.48
2 January 1840
Three Western Port men, D’Villiers, Mr Young (Nerreninnen) and Budgery Tom,
plus six named Goulburn blacks depart ‘after a Council of the ancients 11 in
number’ on an expedition to avenge two recent deaths. Thomas wrote a footnote
‘Strange superstition that death is occasioned by another strange black cutting
open the side while asleep and taking out the kidney which cannot be seen but
by the doctors’.49

45 CY 2604, item 3, frame 131, ML.
46 HRV, vol 2B: 572.
47 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 4, ML. Item 4 is a fragment of Journal covering the period 8 December
1839 to January 1840, A marginal note indicates that it is a first draft which Thomas intended to re-write later.
It contains the important information from Surveyor Smythe, lately at the Swan River, regarding the three
named Bonurong women abducted from Western Port by the master of the George in 1834, presently at King
Georges Sound and wanting to return to see their friends at Western Port, see Chapter 11.
48 The draft letter is at CY 3082: 57, ML and the version he actually sent is at VPRS 11, unit 7/292, PROV.
49 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 136, ML.
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Budgery Tom
Western Port chief, listed, with his mark, as a signatory to Batman’s
treaty.
His real name was Mooderrogar; his wife was Narrugrook and his
two sons, both of whom distinguished themselves in the 1842 Native
Police Corps were Buckup and Munnite (Thomas Family Connections
census, CY 3083, ML). He was the senior owner of the country from
Ruffy’s station Mayune, north of Tooradin, to Narre Warren (Thomas
Miscellaneous, CY 3130, ML).
No date, Budgery Tom, Chief Western Port (Byrt 2004, CD 214. 23
BO.DOC: 64, frame 31); No date – ‘When white people had regularly
made a footing at Port Phillip, one Budgery Tom was noted for giving
names to European things and animals. These names are mostly of his
giving’ (Smyth 1876 quoting Thomas, vol 2: 124); No date – Budgery
Tom’s name is listed first on the list of the Principal Families who own
the country of Mahun from Ruffy’s station to Nerre Nerre Warren
(Thomas CY 3130, ML).
21 Dec 1837 – The Native Police are doing well with the exception
of the two men Tom and Nanupton whom has [sic] left the station
without my knowledge. Tom’s behaviour has been desperate bad (de
Villiers to Police Magistrate Lonsdale, VPRS 4, unit 3, 37/174, PROV).
20 Mar 1839 – Mooduringu/Budgery Tom, age 30, (Dredge census,
Robinson Papers, vol 54: 17, A 7075, ML); same date – Budgeree Tom,
Waworong tribe, aged 30, listed on Dredge’s census of Aborigines
in vicinity of Melbourne as unmarried male whose family is not
ascertained (Robinson Papers, vol 54, ML); 17 Dec 1839 – Budgery
Tom severely wounded, not expected to live in a fight with Derrimut
and Mr King who came to the encampment at Melbourne drunk,
and Budgery Tom threw a wonguim at them, all the tribe up in arms
enraged at Budgery Tom’s wounds (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3,
ML); 17 Dec 1839 – Budgery Tom, Chief of the Western Port blacks
(Thomas ‘A’ Diary, set 214, item 1, ML).
21 Jun 1840 – A rumour had reported that Budgery Tom and Kollorluk
had been killed by Two Fold Bay blacks, but this day Thomas recorded
that he was safe (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML); Feb 1840 –
Budgery Tom, one lubra and two piccaninnies are listed on a list of
44 persons at Arthurs Seat determined to go to Western Port (Thomas
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Journal, set 214/1, item 1, frame 8, CY 2605, ML); 24 Jul 1840 – All working
well at Tubberubbabel, Budgery Tom acts as foreman and appears proud
of it (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML); 27 Jul 1840 – Budjerre Tom, a
male Aborigine going to Melbourne with the cart with Thomas’ permission
(Robinson Journal in Clark 1998, vol 1); 27 Jul 1840 – Budgery Tom’s lubra
made a basket of superior work for His Honor’s Lady (Thomas Journal,
CY 2604, item 3, ML); 2 Sep 1840 – Budgery Tom on being shown a map
where Koran Warrabin range is,I described by consent of the others where
good land is, the blacks all look upon Tom with the deepest attention …
they had a short debate, deputed 5 young men to show me where the
spot is (Thomas Journal, set 214, ML); 11 Oct 1840 – Pudg.ger.re Tom is
recorded by Robinson as being one of those who gave the alarm when the
armed party attacked an encampment on ‘the Heidelburgh rode’ (Clark
1998, vol 2: 9); 7 Nov 1840 – Budgery Tom described as one the Heads
who made a fair map of the country on the ground then pointed to a place
with a stick, and after warm debate the decision was made to choose Nerre
Nerre Warren as the Protectorate site (Thomas Second Periodical Report,
VPRS 4410, unit 1/67, PROV).
10 Jun 1841 – with pleasure I have often heard Billibellary and Budgery
Tom give charge to the young men on going to Melbourne not to get drunk
(Thomas to La Trobe, VPRS 10, unit 3, PROV); 1841 – Budgery Tom with
Thomas, Beruke and Billibellary up Yarra River (VPRS 11, unit 7, PROV);
Budgery Tom/Metterrandanuk, a signatory to Batman’s treaty (Thomas
Journal, ‘Extracts from journal Oct.-Nov.’, set 214, item 3, ML); 23 Aug
1841 – at Nerre Nerre Warren Thomas made a stand on principle about
clothing for the children. He was making a serious attempt to establish
the school and had given 15 new dresses to the girls and 15 new shirts to
the boys, and the children had had their hair cut and were clean. Now the
people determined on going away from the station. Thomas said give back
the clothing, the blacks said take it:
After a few altercatory words, Budgery Tom who was the
principal spokesman and who wished to inform me that the
lubras and Koolin BopupsII must have 2 fires, a fire for each as
males never sit at same fire as females. A marginal note inserted
here reads ‘Female children are not allowed to sit in the absence
of their parents at same fires with female children.III It was further
urged that if they slept in the schoolroom, Wild Blackfellows could
come. It was however, apparently settled that they should sleep
I. The Dandenong Ranges.
II. Children.
III. This seems a mistake as Thomas means the opposite.
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in Mr Wilson’s hut.IV Budgery Tom, who had all along said he
would not go, said he was going. I was much surprised in fact
Tom has often as well as Billibellary shown his prevaricating
conduct. Tom asks if I will not come with Blackfellows. I state
no unless Mr Robinson or Mr La Trobe with me. I want to
see paddock round Wheat – but that when His Honor came
home, I would come and see them. Tom describes on ground
where each night sleep,V 1. Nerre Nerre Warren, 2. Monorer
near Mr Napier’s hut, 3. Nanmerparren, a waterhole near Mr
Wright’s and 4. Metpelling-Kunnung, near Mr Broomfield’s
station near Yarra. At Metpelling the Yarrat blacks to stop and
send messengers go and fetch Goulbourn Blacks, have a Grand
Corrobr and return at full moon. On return to hut much amused
by seeing 3 Boys who had made Bark Canoes on a kind of Basin
in creek’ (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 5, frames 334–336,
ML).VI
14 Jan 1842 – Thomas took Budgery Tom to Kangerong (Byrt 2004: 74);
23 Mar 1842 – Budgery Tom excites the blacks to have the Goulburn
and other blacks sent for. I and Captain Dana threaten the blacks and
all ends quietly (CY 732, item 5(e), ML).
23 Feb 1844 – Budgeree Tom and others of his tribe arrived from
Gippsland at Halfway Flat near No Good Damper Inn at Dandenong
where Georgiana McCrae was staying (McCrae 1966: 129).
April 1847 – Benbow told Robinson that Kar.ding.gor.oke/Karn.jin.
gorokeVII was Budgery Tom’s wife (Clark 2002: 121).
6 Mar 1848 – Budgery Tom died on the station [Native Police HQ],
buried (VPRS 90, PROV).
IV. Wilson was the teacher.
V. Mudmap shows a journey in the direction of north up the Yarra.
VI. 100 or so blacks departed, including Budgery Tom but leaving behind his lubra, and they did in fact
take all the girls with them, and they did leave the dresses in the schoolroom, but the boys remained
behind plus a number of adults, male and female totalling 48.
VII. One of the women abducted from the beach between Arthurs Seat and Portsea before white
settlement, see Chapter 11.

3 January 1840
This revenge party returned because one of the men cut his foot and that was
regarded as a bad omen. Thomas informed Robinson that another Council took place
of 35, the greatest number he had ever known in Council, of both tribes, lasting for
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nearly two hours.50 The upshot was that the blacks decide to leave Melbourne, and
most did so within an hour – the Waworong in six divisions to the mountains,
and the Bonurong to Arthurs Seat.51 Most significantly, Billibellary, the
Yarra chief, told Thomas that he had ‘sent’ the Bonurong to the Mornington
Peninsula; he and his family departed Melbourne on Monday 6 January, not
for his own country with the rest of his tribe, but for Arthurs Seat.52 In his
other journal covering the same period, Thomas recorded the names of those
who remained in Melbourne, including Billibellary and his family, listed first,
then Mingaragon who is Old Mr Man, and his family comprised of his three
wives Togerurrook, Tugerurrook and Lagarook, plus his children ‘Mungerer c,
Lillerenook c, Lillerook c, Maryagrook l, Waregull l, one family’.53
7 January 1840
There are only 13 Aborigines in Melbourne including children and they have
‘got a ride on a kindly settler’s dray going to Arthurs Seat’.54
8 January 1840
Thomas left Melbourne late in the day and travelled only ten miles before
camping; He committed himself to God and thought how different things
were from what Sir George Arthur had stated; on 9 January he had another
difficult day with his bowels very bad from drinking polluted water, and as
well, the tide was in when he got to Mordialloc so he camped. The nine mile
beach from Mordialloc to Frankston was called Nerrimbekuk Keruk: this
beach was unusual in the size of its large honeysuckle trees, called Worruk
or Barbuntuno. Thomas wrote that ‘This tree generally is but of small height
and width, but on this 9 Mile Beech is near equal to a large gum’.55 He woke
up in the night and looked at the sea but it was higher than the night before;
he crossed at 8 am and caught up with 12 at the first encampment (probably
Poliorong at the back of Mt Eliza), then collected another 65 ‘from the suburbs
of Tubbarubbabel’, which were Kangerong and Buckkermitterwarrer, and
arrived at Tubberubbabel. They all remained till evening then apparently went
back to their suburbs.56

50 Thomas to Robinson, 3 January 1840, enclosure with 40/2215 in 4/1135.1, AO of NSW.
51 Thomas First Periodical Report, August 1839 to 29 February 1840, HRV, vol 2B: 620.
52 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 137, ML. Billibellary and his family, the only blacks left in
Melbourne attended Divine Service with Thomas on the Sunday before he left.
53 CY 2605, item 1, frame 30, ML. ‘c’ represents coolin (male), ‘l’ represents lubra, in this case female
children.
54 Thomas to Robinson, CY 2946, item 2, ML.
55 CY 2606, frame 18, ML: the honeysuckle is the term used generally in early writings to describe the
coast Banksia.
56 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
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15 January 1840
All the Bonurong collected together remained at Tubberubbabel for ten days.57
(All the events and activities at Tubberubbabel are documented separately in
Chapter 4.)
25 January 1840
Having cleared the country of food around Tubberubbabel and being
unsuccessful at the hunt for two successive days, they moved to Tuerong.58

Fig 5. ‘Official Protectorate Stations plus Thomas family home, 1839 – 1840’
Fels/Hughes Composite Map, based on Smythe 1841 and Nutt 1841, showing the three protectorate
stations plus Thomas’ own family station. The two base maps are © Crown (State of Victoria), 2010, all
rights reserved, reproduced with the permission of the Surveyor General of Victoria.

1 February 1840
Quondum had a lubra piccaninny at Tuerong.59

57 HRV, vol 2B: 621.
58 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
59 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML. Quondom was the girl carried to Melbourne on her parents’ backs,
shot by wattlebark strippers prior to Batman’s arrival. Her story and her baby’s death are to be found later in
this chapter. Quondum died in 1848, Thomas ‘Return of Deaths’, CY 3084, ML.
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4 February 1840

Fig 6. ‘Journey to Western Port, February 1840’
William Thomas, redrawn by Richard Barwick, VPRS 4410, unit 3/ 67, reproduced with the permission of
the Keeper of Public Records, PROV, Australia.

The blacks held another Council and decided to split up, with 57 determined
to go to Western Port, allegedly to go on then to Gippsland to get Bullen Bullen
(lyrebird tails), but in fact, unknown to Thomas at the time, to conduct a revenge
raid. The 57 were listed thus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budgery Tom, 1 lubra and 2 pick (4)
Jacky Jacky, 2 lubras and 4 pick (7)
Lummer Lummer, 1 lubra and 2 pick (4)
Kurboro, 2 lubras (3)
Jackia, 2 pick (3)
Jack Weatherly, 1 lubra, 1 pick (3)
Burrenun, 1 lubra (2)
Barberring, 1 lubra 3 pick (5)
Old Devilliers, 2 lubras (3)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Jack [illegible], 2 pick (3)
Billy Lonsdale, Devilliers, Kollorlook (3)
Mr Young, Pinterginner, Munmunginna (3)
Mumbo, Munite, Bowrup (3)
Wigegal, Tullurulgate, Turren (3)
Billy Lonsdale’s mother and Old Jack Weatherly (2)

The 44 who stayed gave Thomas to understand that they were going to divide
into five parties headed by Jacky Jacky (definitely the Waworong clanhead
Billibellary, even though it was not his country), Bogy Bogy/Pereuk (biographical
details in Chapter 10), Old Mr Man (biographical details in Chapter 6), Big
Benbow and Captain Turnbull (Ningolobin of the Mt Macedon clan of the
Waworong). This is how Thomas listed the 44 who stayed at Arthurs Seat:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jacky Jacky and 2 lubras and children (10)
Old Mr Man and his family (8)
Captain Turnbull and lubra (2)
Bogy Bogy and lubra and two children (4)
Buller Bullup (1)
Big Benbow, Little Benbow and lubra (3)
Mr King [Tallon] and lubra
Bondut and lubra
Nerimbinek and lubra and child (3)
Moolmungo, Toby, Henry and Benger
The Old Doctor and his family (5) departed for Moody Yallok.60

In accord with his specific instructions from the Chief Protector, Thomas was
obliged to accompany the larger party to Western Port, though they did not
want him to.61

Munnite/Monite/Man.nite
Younger son of clan–head Budgery Tom, brother of Buckup
Feb 1840 – his name is on the list of 57 people at Arthurs Seat who are
going on the raid to Gippsland (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 8 ff,
ML); 13 Feb 1840 – his name is on the list of the boys undergoing the
‘Probity’ ceremony at Kunnung (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML).
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60 CY 2605, item 1, frame 8, ML.
61 Thomas to Robinson, 27 February 1840, CY 2946, item 2, ML. The map of this journey is at VPRS 4410,
unit 3, item 67, PROV.
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7 Jun 1841 – his name is on a list of blacks presently at Tubberubbabel
given to Robinson in Melbourne by Billy Lonsdale (Clark 1998b: 344).
1842 – Munite’s name is on a list of pupils presently attending school
at Nerre Nerre Warren (VPRS 26, PROV).
1846 – Munite is on Thomas’ Family Connections Census as 10 year
old son of Budgery Tom (CY 3083, ML); 1 Apr 1846 – Munite’s name
is second on the list supplied by Mr Peacock of pupils attending the
Merri Creek school for March but absent after that in the lists up to
August. Thomas says that they get three good meals a day of the best
food, that he examined the children and could not have supposed
that so much could have been accomplished in such a short time; all
the children can read one or two syllables in their lesson books; one
advanced pupil could read a portion of Our Lord’s parables; the children
especially the boys are always clean; some occasionally sleep at the
school; ‘coercion cannot be adopted (the blacks never correcting their
own offspring would not suffer whites to chastise them)’, (Thomas
Papers, set 214, item 10: 25–39, ML); 13 Oct 1846 – Munite is reported
murdered and his kidney fat taken (Thomas Journal, CY 2606, ML);
Thomas investigated, report was false (Thomas Journal, CY 2606, ML).
1 Mar 1847 – Manite, boy, recruit with 3rd Division of the Native
Police Corps at Nerre Nerre Warren. Date of enlistment Jan. 1845
(Commandant Return, VPRS 19, Box 97, 47/1861, PROV); 7 Jul 1847 –
Trooper Munite on list recommended for gratuity (La Trobe to Col Sec
47/5497 in box 4/2782, AO of NSW); Christmas Day 1847 – Troopers
Charlie and Munite in confinement for creating disturbance and
imbibing rum (Dandenong Daybook, VPRS 90, PROV).
24 Feb 1848 – Trooper Munite received gratuity five shillings, made X
his mark (VPRS 90, PROV); 4 Aug 1848 – Troopers Tallboy and Munite
arrived from Portland Bay with despatches; 8 Sep 1848 – Sergeant
McLelland and Munite started for Mt Eckersley (VPRS 90, PROV).
22 Dec 1849 – Trooper Munite in town after stray horses (VPRS 90,
PROV).
1 Jan 1850 – Trooper Munite in town, returned with 2 stray Mounted
Police horses, and other stray troop horses (VPRS 90, PROV); 28 Jan
1850 – Troopers Munite and Andrew in Melbourne with 2 troop
horses, Gruck and Bolivar, delivered over to Mr Sturt; Troopers
Munite and Warremelpass in town with 3 troop horses to be shod; 30
Mar 1850 – Trooper Munite arrived from Gippsland; 15 Apr 1850 –
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The weekly report delivered from the constables at Dandenong;
Commandant, Toner and Trooper Munite in town; 24 Oct 1850 –
His Honor arrived from Melbourne with Lady, attended by Trooper
Marmbool. Commandant attended by Trooper Munite met them at
the South Yarra pound; 20 Nov 1850 – Corporal O’Bryan and troopers
Loughman and Munite left for Melbourne to do duty with His
Honor (VPRS 90, PROV); Dec 1850 – William Strutt, artist, painted
Tom Munight, Black Trooper, Melbourne tribe, at the Black Troopers
Barracks, Richmond Paddocks, Melbourne.
12 Apr 1851 – Trooper Munite returned from patrolling after
bushrangers escaped from Pentridge Stockade, unsuccessful; 1–31
May 1851, Manite on pay abstract receiving a pennyhalfpenny a day,
four shillings for the month (VPRS 29, vol 55: 127, PROV); 3 May
1851 – whole force attended quarters parade and received pay; 25
May 1851 – Inspection of clothing of troops about to proceed to
Gippsland viz Gellibrand, Tallboy, Charlie, Jack, Munite and Peter;
30 May 1851 – Gippsland party started, one officer, one sergeant, one
European trooper and six native troopers including Munite; 17 Oct
1851 – Gippsland party arrived back; 29 Oct 1851 – Sergeant O’Brien,
Corporal Hannan and Troopers Robinson, Billy and Munite left for
Mt Alexander goldfields, Sergeant Major in Melbourne to equip them
(VPRS 90, PROV).
25 Mar 1852 – Mr Langley with Corporal Brayshaw and Troopers
Johnny, Condine and Munight left with 7 days rations for Point
Nepean to assist in salvage of Isabella Watson wrecked on 21st; 31
Mar 1852 – Troopers Munight and Condine arrived at HQ having left
Mr Langley at Pt Nepean without leave; 13 Apr 1852 – Mr Langley
and party arrive from Pt Nepean; 28 Apr 1852 – Trooper Munite to
town en route to Cape Otway with despatches; 7 Jun 1852 – Sergeant
Williams to town en route to Murray District with Troopers Ridout,
Munite, Marambool and Heister, and horses Spode, Fireater, Count
Peter and Unknown, plus pack horse Clifton (VPRS 90, PROV).
c1863 – William Strutt used Munite as a character in his story Cooey
or the Trackers of Glenferrie (Ms 5985, NLA).
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Fig 7. ‘Tom/Munight’, 1850, William Strutt
Reproduced with the permission of the Parliamentary Library of Victoria.

Baddourup/Baddoorup/Poor-Tow-Rup/
Por.de.weer.rap/Big Benbow/Mr Smith
Boonoorung or coast tribe, George Smith’s blackfellow; wife,
Barbunggrook/Old Maria, Western Port tribe died between 30 Jun
1851 and 31 Dec 1851 (Thomas census, set 214, item 12: 143, ML);
mother and father of Mary (died 15 April 1852).
29 Sep 1838 – George Smith complains of unwarrantable interference
by Christiaan Ludolph Johannes de Villers in attempting to recruit
this man Boudeor and wife and family from Smith for the Native
Police; Smith has clothed and fed him for upwards of two years and he
has lately become very useful (Smith to Police Magistrate Melbourne,
VPRS 4, Box 5, 38/207, PROV, reproduced in HRV, vol 2A: 267).
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19 May 1839 – Por.de.weer.rap, alias Mr Smith, country Wed.de.be.
yal.loke, Par.dow.we.rap speaks good English, brother to Benbo
(Robinson in Clark 2000: 16); Jul 1839 – Poor-tow-rup aka Mr Smith
(Thomas census CY 2604, item 1, frame 31, ML).
17 Apr 1840 – Big Benbow, his confiscated gun was given to him by
Mr Smith Lamb Inn (CY 2605, item 1, ML); 1840 – Big Benbow plus
Little Benbow and his lubra are listed as at Arthurs Seat but not among
the party going to Western Port; Big Benbow is going to lead a small
group on the Port Phillip side (CY 2605, frame 8, ML).
19 Jul 1845 – George Smith’s blackfellow en route with Mrs Smith’s
bag from Mr Walpole’s (McCrae 1966: 197).
31 Dec 1847 – Big Benbow complained to Thomas that his lubra and
daughter would not come with him from Liardet’s; Thomas said that
was because he gets drunk and beats them (CY 2606, frame 476, ML).
12 Sep 1848 – Benbow is with Western Port blacks in Gippsland, due
back by the end of September; Dana says they are all armed and bent
on revenge (both letters with La Trobe to Col Sec, 19 September 1848,
48/10473, in 4/2824, AO of NSW).
5 Jul 1849 – George Smith at the encampment on south side of Yarra
saw Bondeon or Big Benbow diseased; he wrote to Robinson and said
he would take care of him, defray his medical expenses (Robinson
Papers, vol 57A: 499, ML).
10 Apr 1850 – Thomas records Old Benbow Boodurup as receiving
rations (CY 3127, ML); 5 Aug 1850 – On Thomas’ census of 26
Boonerong still alive, Buddorup is listed with his daughter Mary as a
group of 2 (CY 3127, ML).
They camped on the first night out at Deangerong, north north-east of Tuerong;
the water was bad, the scrub six feet high and the people had to hold up high
branches above the scrub so Thomas could follow with his dray. Next night they
camped at Tyerup 12 miles further on; again the water was bad but Pinterginner
caught a kangaroo. The next named place on his map is Ballabil, where they
camped on 6 February on a small hill without a water hole, though they got
water by scraping. They passed Terredon (Tooradin). At Peorung the natives
insisted on stopping for two days and Thomas was glad of it for the sake of
the poor bullocks: he did paperwork. On the night of Saturday 8 February he
records the fact that there were 20 men who divided up the days’ catch of fish
to their families just like Billingsgate fishmongers.
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The next day being a Sunday, it was against Thomas’ conscience to travel, but
he over-ruled it in obedience to his orders to stick with them. It must have been
an extraordinary day, as they pushed through seven miles of swamp with mud
and water up to the axles, the bullocks so exhausted that their tongues were
hanging out. The main body of blacks went on ahead and made a fire on a little
rise at the end of the swamp as a signal, while another scouted ahead of Thomas’
cart to find a way through the firmest mud. Then they had to outrun a bushfire.
They made Kirkbillesse in the end, a small and beautiful flat by the first river
where, in dykes as wide as the Yarra they caught 500 eels, two or three inches
thick in half an hour.62
9 February 1840
It was here that Thomas learned the details of what he annotated in the margin
as ‘The fray at Western Port when 1st Tent pitched’: it related to an event that
happened just after white settlement at Melbourne.

Shooting at Western Port by visiting ship’s crew in
early 1836
The Port Phillip Association’s JH Wedge reported this shooting to the Colonial
Secretary in Sydney in March 1836,63 nine months after Batman’s treaty. William
Buckley had heard a few weeks prior that a party of wattlebark strippers had
surrounded a sleeping encampment of natives shortly after sunrise at Western
Port and shot several. Buckley despatched messengers to request that the
wounded natives be brought up to the settlement at Melbourne. Wedge visited
them there and found that four had received gunshot wounds. Particularly
mentioned by Wedge was a 13 year old girl wounded in both her legs by ball
shot which passed through, grazing the bone: though she lived, the girl was not
expected to gain the use of her legs again. Her parents carried her on their backs
all the way from Western Port to Melbourne.
In response to Wedge’s letter Governor Bourke sent down Police Magistrate
George Stewart to investigate the outrage. The perpetrators were not settlers
– they were known, though they are not named, and known as well, to be
at Portland Bay for the whaling season: it was expected that they would be
apprehended in the next whaling off-season when they would return to
Western Port for more wattlebark. There is no record that this happened, but
formal government of Melbourne was a consequence of Stewart’s report, with
the subsequent arrival of Captain William Lonsdale and some redcoats.

62 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
63 HRV, vol 1: 34–35.
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Thomas heard the full story when he visited the young mother Quondum who
had given birth to the baby girl at Tuerong the previous week, to give her some
refreshment. He noticed a large scar on her arm, assumed it was a spear injury,
and asked her when she was speared. Her response was ‘long time ago me
Pickaniny – White Man plenty shoot me – all Black Fellows pull away’.64
She showed Thomas all three wounds, two shots, large like buckshot, which had
completely gone through the parts, one through the arm, and the other through
the thigh. Upon further enquiry Thomas found that three others had been shot,
Trinderlook, Koonmurong’s lubra and Buller Bullup’s lubra.65
He recorded their story thus:
that a Gentleman whose name they think is Manborough from VDL
pitched a double tent like mine. The blacks being in the neighbourhood,
they came up but were ordered off. Not going off, they fired on them,
the first time that they had seen or knew the effect of guns – they flew
away – they were followed and at last got into the scrub. They secreted
their woman two mornings, and afterwards 7 came down before
daylight, listened, and cut open front of tent – Billy Lonsdale and D’
Villers, while Kurborough, Budgery Tom, Jack Cloe,66 Old George (dead)
and two others came up and speared the men who were laying in the
outer compartment and a female, instantly. Gentleman had his gun at
hand, fired off but the shot went through the top of the tent and never
hurt them. They flew to the bush and so the affair ended. They heard
afterwards none had died of their spear wounds, save one who was
speared at Port Phillip.67
10 February 1840
On this morning the tide was up so Thomas could not get the dray across the
creek. He penned a note to Jamieson asking for a rope and the blacks took it to
deliver. They crossed the creek and remained on the other side inviting him to
join them but he would not leave the dray. The lubras were crying, and three
swam back to him to escort him across. He made them some tea and bid them
return. Then he had a good night’s sleep alone under his cart, and sketched his
situation.68

64 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 53, ML.
65 JP Fawkner gives 9 March 1836 as the date that the news of this shooting reached Melbourne (Billot
1982: 49).
66 There is no Mr Cloe mentioned anywhere but Bobbinnary’s name is given once, in an early census, as
Mr Clow.
67 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
68 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 53, ML.
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Fig 8. ‘A singular appearance’, men riding on the dray spears up
William Thomas, February 1840.

11 February 1840
This might have been the worst days’ travel of Thomas’ whole journey. Most
of his blacks left him stranded; a letter to Jamieson asking for rope was not
delivered; only some women and Martin and Pinterginner (Mr Hyatt) helped
him by loading and unloading the dray three times to cross three rivers: at
each crossing, Thomas expected his poor bullocks to be smothered in the mud.
When he got to the encampment at Kunnung Creek, he rewarded the five women
who helped him with gifts of tomahawks and plenty of rice and sugar, plus a
knife and fork, then went to every miam and ticked off the men, telling them
that he was plenty sulky with them, and so would the governor be if he knew
what they had done. He refused to give them rations and he left them without
wishing them goodnight.69
Thomas noted this day that blacks swim differently – ‘they work the hands
under their Bellies like ducks’, not spreading out like ‘we’ do, and he could not
see their legs while they were swimming. They do not dive, he said, but walk
into the water and then swim.70
12 February 1840
Taking his compass Thomas walked down the Kunnung Creek from Jamieson’s
hut and the native encampment to the mudflats of Western Port opposite French
Island and sketched the scene. He saw ‘some thousands of swans black and
white’, and Pinterginner gave him a demonstration of the walking-tree method
69 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 54, ML. There is an internal inconsistency in this day’s entry,
because in spite of his naming and rewarding those who helped him, Thomas also said that he had to bribe the
men to help load and unload the dray for the river crossings, by allowing them to ride on the cart through the
beautiful country, and he made a drawing of their singular appearance, sitting on the cart with spears raised.
70 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frames 53–54, ML.
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of stalking swans.71 Elsewhere Thomas records the Aboriginal name of the
swan as Kon-wor-ror.72 Pinterginner climbed a high tree and observed exactly
where the swans were, then loaded his own double-barrelled gun, and crept so
slowly towards the swans that Thomas could not detect his movement. When
Pinterginner fired, the noise was like the shaking of sails. Pinterginner actually
missed, but was unconcerned saying ‘plenty pull away but come back bye &
bye’.73

Fig 9. ‘Natives crouching emu’
Sketch by ST Gill illustrating the walking tree method of hunting emu, Mitchell Library, reproduced with
the permission of the State Library of New South Wales.

Thomas measured the mudflats opposite French Island as the tide went out –
about a mile and a half – and decided that his idea of snowshoes for crossing
them would never work. It was here that he asked the blacks if they ever went
to French Island.74

French Island75
Pinterginner told him the story of 11 named men – himself, Billy Lonsdale,
Nerenuner, Munmanginer, Buller Bullup, Mr King, Lively, Devilliers, Burenun,
Bobinerring and Mr Hill who once, only once, a long time ago before the white
men came, made a bark canoe that apparently fell to pieces:
71 Simon Wonga and two other young athletic blacks demonstrated this same walking tree method of
hunting kangaroos to William Jackson Thomas on the Mornington Peninsula (CY 3106, frame 62, ML).
72 CY 2984: 112, ML.
73 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 55, ML.
74 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frames 55–56, ML.
75 A recently published history, Frontier French Island (Gooch 2006) contains much information.
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Cut plenty bark and made boat went over only once plenty tumble
to pieces; plenty of swans,kangaroo rats, but no Kangaroos or
Oppossum. They were he said plenty frightened.76
It was here too, pointing to the mountains, that Pinterginner told Thomas that
all the blacks from Kirkbillesse and Perrong to Wilson’s Promontory were now
dead, killed by the Two Fold Bay blacks a long time ago. All this country where
we now were, were dead, not one left, ‘Two Fold Black fellows long time ago
killed many many, rest all dead’. And it was here, in the evening that they
made up their minds to depart. All the males77 except two (Bobbinary and Old
Tuart) departed eastwards, ostensibly on a five day expedition to hunt bullen
bullen for their tail feathers. A lubra however told Thomas that they were going
to kill wild black fellows, and by pointing to the thick part of her legs and then
to her arm, indicated they were going to eat them.
Thomas worked himself up till he was regularly out of temper, talking to them
on the theme of one Great Father who made all of us – ‘2 Fold Bay Black Fellows,
Western Port Black Fellows, Barrabool, Golborn, white man this country, white
man that country’ – and offered to go with them and stand between them and
the Two Fold black fellows if they were attacked, so that they would have to
spear Thomas before they speared the Two Fold black fellows. They placated
him with repeated promises of ‘No kill Black Fellows. Lubra Bungarlurly
[wrong, stupid]’, The old woman shook her head in anger, and that gesture
convinced Thomas that she was right in what she said. He pretended to calm
down, then decided to let his man Ross go with them: Ross was a ‘steady’ man
whom he could safely trust, and his job was to watch their every movement.78
13 February 1840
Thomas woke early to the voices of lamentation: Quondom’s baby, female,
named Lowungrook, aged 12 days, born at Tuerong on 13 February had died
just before dawn:79 though her body was quite warm, the grandmother would
not let Thomas unwrap it completely. The father was standing by naked
because his blanket was on the baby. Thomas tried to shed a tear but could not,
and told them that Bulito Marminarta had taken the Pickaniny and it would
cry no more. With difficulty, Thomas persuaded them to allow the baby to be
76 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 56, ML. Elsewhere, in describing ‘the social compact’ that existed
between the Goulburn, Barrabool, Devil’s River, Yarra and Western Port tribes, and noting that they do not
have intercourse by sea with other countries, Thomas recorded that ‘the Coast tribe however used in former
times to make very large canoes and go over to French Island at a certain season after eggs’, Thomas Papers,
CY 2984, frame 55, ML.
77 In his retrospective summary for February Thomas says 21 men left and intended to be away till the new
moon.
78 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 56, ML. James Ross is listed as an assigned servant on Thomas’
Return to 1 April 1840, CY 2946, frame 44, ML.
79 Thomas Return of Births and Deaths, 29 February 1840, HRV, vol 2A: 626.
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buried in a box which his man Ross made, and Thomas took off his hat and said
a prayer. Thomas then cut the cape off his own travelling cloak and gave to the
father who would be cold on the proposed hunting trip. ‘Ridiculous’, Thomas
wrote in his margin, ‘that some people say they kill and eat the first child or
burn it’.80

Fig 10. ‘Thomas’ travelling cloak from which he cut the cape for Nerrinninen’
Reproduced with the permission of the State Library of Victoria.
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80 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frames 56–57, ML.
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The ceremony of ‘installing the youths to probity’81
Thomas went on to describe this ceremony for the following boys, some of
whom are Waworong and some Bonurong.
• Bowup
• Mumbo [brother of Nunuptune/Mr Langhorne, son of Tuvelau/Old George
the king]
• Monite
• Wigegal
• Tullerulgate
• Turrunberin.
Lively (Warwardor) who was a Waworong, Burrenun (Mr Dredge) who was a
Bonurong, and Nerreninen (Mr Young), also a Bonurong, officiated.

Fig 11. ‘Nerenunnin’
William Thomas, in the RB Smyth Collection, reproduced with the permission of the State Library of Victoria.

81

Byrt has transcribed this, to be found on the CD ROM, WT 2605, Ceremony.DOC.
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Fig 12. ‘Sketch of Probity ceremony’
From the William Thomas papers, 1834–1868, 1902, Mitchell Library, reproduced with the permission of
the State Library of New South Wales.

Thomas said that he was not aware before this of any ceremony taking place
prior to going hunting or shooting. The ceremony consisted of cutting the boys
hair with kangaroo teeth, burning it, greasing their bodies and garlanding them
‘like a horse collar’, while all the time the boys had their eyes turned to the
earth, while the men brushed flies off their greased backs so there would be no
movement on the boys’ part. Then the elders took each a brush, held it before
them and stripped naked and walked to where the lubras were about 50 yards
away. The lubras had apparently disappeared, but in fact, they were all kneeling
face to face huddled on the ground covered with blankets so that it looked just
like bundles of clothes on the ground. The men threw their bushes at the lubras
and not till they rose did Thomas have the least idea that what he saw was them.
The women’s faces were all blacked from eyes to chin. Thomas does not mention
the departure in this journal entry, but he does in the summary of February. 21
men left, ostensibly to return at the new moon. Besides the six boys, the party
included these men:
• Jack Weatherly
• Billy Lonsdale
• Mr de Villiers
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantom
Budgery Tom
Burrenum
Lively
Nerrebrenin
Pinteginner
Kollorlook
Munmunginna
Five men remain unidentified as yet.82

Ross did go, but turned back the day after they had spent all night making
spears. He arrived back at Kunnung five days later exhausted, escorted by
Kollorlook. Ross told of difficulty and privation and assured Thomas that he had
seen enough to convince him that the boys ‘were used for unnatural purposes’.83
The women went eeling, and on return were very forward in their Koolins’
absence, ‘licensus’, according to Thomas; he had enough to do ‘to keep them
anyways in decorum’, and had to reprove them for exposing their nakedness.
They danced and appeared to forget their Koolings. Three or four of the young
ones wanted to sleep in his tent. It shocked him that the recently bereaved
young mother was as forward as the rest.84
17 February 1840
Ross returned, escorted by Kullorlook, and gave an account of his journey.85
Four lubras were employed at Mr Jamieson’s place86 this day – Wigal (Burrenum’s
wife), Quondum (Nerrebrunin’s wife), Jack Weatherly’s lubra (Nulnulook) and
Quondom’s sister. Jamieson rewarded them with blankets and food. But the rest
of the women had a poor day hunting and eeling and informed Thomas that
they must move to another waterhole for eels and opossums: he agreed.
18 February 1840
Thomas distributed knives and forks to the lubras and Old Tuart, Kollorlook
and Bobbinary. Wigal, Maria and Quondom’s sister went again to Jamieson’s
station to work and got plenty of rice, sugar etc. There was a fight between the
women this day, over a spear borrowed from an old man and returned to him,
broken. Pretty soon the whole encampment, all female, was in arms. Thomas
82 That Mr de Villiers was a participant is attested to by another participant who told the story to Lavinia
Hasell Brodribb Bennett in 1846 (see Chapter 8).
83 Monday 17 February 1840, CY 2605, item 1.
84 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
85 Transcribed by Byrt in her Index, on the CD ROM as WT 2605, Ross.DOC.
86 A later map, Coastal Survey CS 15A, shows the location of Jamieson’s station, his stockyards, Tobinerk
(by this time a station held by Samuel [Septimus] Martin), and the river Yallock Bulloc (VPRS 8168, PROV).
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wrote that in general, he ignored fights because they were soon over with a
few knocks of sticks, but he tried to intervene in this one, found he could not,
and restricted himself to watching for fair play. But when they started pointing
their sticks he put his foot down. No damage was done, he said – the lubras took
different sides. But one women kept wa wa wa’ing till 11 pm, and three took
themselves off into the bush to sleep.87
19 February 1840
There was another dispute between ‘Old Mr Young’s lubra and Maria. It appears
that Young’s lubra had said in Passion that Maria had not been working but
with white men. I could not reconcile them’. After a stay of eight days they
left Kunnung i.e. all the women and children plus one old and ill man rode on
the bullock cart with 18 dogs.88 One of Jamieson’s bridges had been burned in
a bushfire and an old man gave Thomas a lesson in building a proper bridge,
and Thomas drew what the old man said, showing a semicircle upwards to
horizontal as the correct way, and an inverted semicircle as the state of the
existing improper bridge. Thomas ‘burst out laughing in his face, patted him on
his shoulder, said Marnameek’. They had ‘horrible rough travel’ over ten miles
of burnt country and it was raining; they passed an old burial ground which
he sketched – it was three feet high, with about 50 sticks laid horizontal and a
burnt tree trunk at the end.89 They camped at Tobinerk Creek and the women
hunted and killed a kangaroo without assistance.90

Fig 13. ‘Native burial, near Tobinerk, 50 sticks piled up to height of 3 ft’
From the William Thomas papers, 1834–1868, 1902, Mitchell Library, reproduced with the permission of
the State Library of New South Wales.
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Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 62, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 63, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML. Tobinerk Creek is the Lang Lang River.
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20 February 1840
The women killed two kangaroos today, and three large wandeets like hares,
plus they got eels and gum, and Thomas distributed more knives and forks
and tomahawks. Thomas commenced teaching lessons ‘in the native language’
and in the evening they had a service: three children, one of whom had been
at Langhorne’s mission ‘almost’ were able to sing the hymn and the Doxology.
Then the women had a corroboree, but it was a bitter cold night and Maria had
not re-joined the encampment, and Thomas worried.91
21 February 1840
The natives are well, he wrote, ‘with plenty of eels and gum, and they caught
six bears, two opossums, and one large beast like our hares’. Eight children
attended lessons and he rewarded them with sugar.
22 February 1840
Soon after sunrise the women went spearing eels; they did tolerably well, and
got as well, four bears, two opossums, an abundance of gum, a quart or two of
currobs, and about a quart of currants, ‘both smaller than the English fruits but
equally as delicious’. About two hours after sunset, the lubras whose koolins
were away went about 50 yards from his tent and all as though one voice gave a
shout which made the woods ring: they repeated it six times.92
23 February 1840
Though it was against Thomas’ principles to travel on a Sunday, the women
were insistent, so they packed up and left; the wheel of the cart went over a
concealed log and seven were thrown from the dray but thanks to providence
they landed in high grass and were uninjured, jumped up laughing, and arrived
safely back at Kunnung.93
24 February 1840
Three lubras, two old men and five children left for three days and Thomas had
six pupils for lessons in the morning, even more in the afternoon; one Kalkullo94
could say the alphabet and spell simple words.95 Their dogs killed some chickens
and Samuel Rawson was enraged because it was the third time the hen had
been foiled from raising her chickens; he shot one of the blacks’ dogs, but then
seemed uncertain that it was the right dog, and was all for shooting more, but
Thomas dissuaded him. The women dug a grave three feet deep for the dog and
91
92
93
94
95

Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 63, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
See biographical details; he was later a member of Dana’s 1842 Native Police Corps.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
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lined it with a waistcoat and a piece of green baize and a petticoat; they placed
the dog in a sleeping position in the grave, surrounded the body with grass,
‘patting it comfortable’, then filled it in with pieces of bark. Robert Jamieson
was impressed with the respect they paid the dog96 and expressed himself sorry
that he had killed the wrong one. He invited its owner (unnamed) and others to
his hut and gave them gifts. That night however, the dogs killed more chickens
– there was no recorded response from the Europeans.97
25 February 1840
The blacks’ response was to leave this morning but the yoke was broken on
Thomas’ cart and he was able to persuade them to stay another day.
26 February 1840
The whole encampment moved about one mile down the creek. After a
corroboree the seven women whose husbands were out on the expedition gave
seven double shouts and scraped their feet on the ground then retired to rest.98
27 February 1840
Thomas’ man Davis was sick and requested a pass to go to Melbourne to the
hospital. Thomas agreed, and Kollorlook undertook to escort Davis as far as
the first station, ie the furthest station from Melbourne, probably Ruffy’s.
Kollorlook gave Thomas his pet Waller Wallert (brush tailed possum) to mind,
with instructions to lock it up in the box, and he showed Thomas how to turn
the key.99 But next day, Kollorlook disappointed Thomas by absconding with six
others and not returning. Jamieson lent his boat and escorted Thomas and Davis
out, but Thomas does not record whereto.
2 March 1840
The women had expected the men to have returned in the last two days, either
to Kunnung or to Tobinerk.100 For the first time, they left their children with
him in his tent, for lessons. Rawson and some of the men from Jamieson’s visited
and complained that the blacks had set fire to the bush all round, and 200 cattle
had strayed.

96 Jamieson saw it as respect but it was more than that. The relationship that women had with their dogs
contains elements similar to those profound, best friend, best mate, male Australian relationship seen in the
ABC’s ‘Working Dog Stories’, and to the dog as substitute child in contemporary Australia. Tombocco (Henry)
resigned from the Native Police over an argument with Commandant Henry Dana about Tomboco’s wife’s dog
at Native Police Headquarters.
97 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 65, ML.
98 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
99 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 66, ML.
100 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
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Tobinerk
This was a place Thomas described seven months later when he was in this
district again, tracking the Gippsland blacks who had raided Jamieson’s station.
It was not 70 yards from where he pitched his tent in February. It was clearly
a place of significance, the site of the Gippsland blacks’ earlier massacre of
Bonurong that is usually described as having taken place at Jamieson’s, one creek
away. It makes sense, as Jamieson’s station is the only referent of observation
at the time, and his run included both creeks. Thomas described and drew a
sketch of a monument, an arched grove, extending 14 yards, comprised of gum
saplings and tea tree, with nine dead stumps let into the ground close to each
other like pillars, and raised ten feet from the ground against the centre stump
were two old pieces of bark about two feet six inches long.101
4 March 1840
The women gave their six shouts again.102
6 March 1840
Old Tuat set fire to the bush to such an extent that it looked to Thomas like a
wall of fire; he had been told not to. When the fire died down, Thomas could
see all the native paths of a race ‘all dead that had owned this spot’; he inserted
‘murdered’ above the word ‘dead’.103 ‘They were deeply bedded in the earth’.
‘No white molested them’.104
8 March 1840
This was a Sunday and all the lubras but three left early to hunt for kangaroos
and opossums: only the youth and two old men were present for morning
service. The women returned early, by three o’clock, with three kangaroos and
nine possums, and in the evening Thomas had a comfortable service with all the
women except two, all the children, the three old men, plus Rawson and five
of his men. The scene was imposing, Thomas wrote, with the lubras inside his
tent, Thomas at the door of the tent and all the males outside the tent.105
9 March 1840
Before dawn Thomas was wakened by the lubras making a hoop – they had
heard their husbands hooping from afar. Bobbinaren with all the necklaces
of reeds led the welcome party followed by the lubras then the children. The
101 Thomas Journal, undated, just before the entry for Sunday 11 October 1840, CY 2605, items 2–3, ML.
The account of the deaths associated with this war cemetery as it has been called is given in Chapter 8.
102 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
103 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
104 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
105 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 72, ML.
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lubras placed the necklaces around the men’s necks, and the children followed
after the men who came in single, while the lubras brought up the rear. The
lubras left the men about 50 yards from the encampment and the men squatted
down. ‘After a moment’, Thomas went and greeted them with handshakes and
tobacco and pipes. Three of the men were very bad with the rheumatics –
Billy Lonsdale, Quandom and Budgery Tom.106 Thomas had to nurse them, see
Chapter 8. His summary of proceedings for March adds the detail that he heard
the echoing of voices before daybreak and that the Koolins returned about 8 am.
11 March 1840
Having moved the mile closer to Western Port the previous day, where Quondom
‘paid a departing respect to her departed Infant by lighting a large fire by at the
east side of the Grave’,107 today they departed the district at daybreak in order to
be with the tide. They got over the first river (Warnham) with difficulty, almost
losing a bullock; the second river (Koorham) was no easier – one of Rawson’s
men who was helping was badly injured. At the third river (Balla), Thomas was
pushing the cart through it when he lost his footing, fell in out of his depth and
then got stuck in the mud with the tide rising rapidly; the blacks came to his
assistance and he was able to swim to shore. They seemed in great consternation
for his well being and he quoted them as saying black fellows all plenty cry
for Marminartra. Night was coming on and the bullocks were exhausted so
they camped right there on the bank of the river.
At the fourth river (Yallok Ballok) Thomas pushed the cart in water up to his
chin while his man Ross, who could not swim, rode on the cart. But the blacks
insisted that Thomas get out of the water in case he got stuck again in the mud,
and seeing this, Ross got out of the cart out of his depth, went under and stayed
under water for some time before Jack Weatherly jumped in and with difficulty
got Ross’ head above water and pulled him to the bank: a marginal note states
that Ross actually drowned.
Thomas insisted on resuscitation according to the Humane Society of England
principles, not the Aboriginal method of resuscitation – they would have laid
him on his side on the river bank, almost upright:108 it was 20 minutes before
Ross could speak. The blacks insisted on pushing on though they had to stop
three times because Ross was so ill, and they made camp at Tooradin where
there was supposed to be water. But there was no water, and the bullocks were
suffering on their third day without it.
106 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
107 Thomas added a marginal note that this was a general rule – fires lit out of respect for the dead are made
to the east of the grave, Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 73, ML.
108 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML. William Jackson Thomas wrote that his father’s only recreations
were sailing, rowing and swimming; this would account for Thomas’ up to date knowledge of lifesaving
methods (CY 3106, frame 54, ML).
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On 13 March it rained in torrents, and Thomas and Ross were both unwell,
but the blacks insisted on continuing to the place where they planned to stop
for three days, which was Ruffy’s station called Mahun/Mayune. They were
well received, and Thomas planned to make a sketch of the mountains, but
‘all of a sudden’ they decided to leave with three men going on Ruffy’s dray to
Melbourne, and the rest moving to O’Connor’s station, where they were again
kindly received. The blacks started splitting up – Kullorlook went out working
with the sheep; Poleorong, Budgery Tom, Worwodor, Burrenum and Yal Yal got
a lift in a settler’s dray to Melbourne.109
They left O’Connor’s on the 17 March, crossed the bridge at Dandenong, then
camped in a spot chosen by the blacks, whereupon a pastoral licensee of the
crown (un-named) abused them and told them to move on. ‘We were very
unwelcome guests’ is how Thomas puts it: ‘The poor Aborigines have come
to a fine pitch’ was his marginal note. He went on to record that the blacks
are always very careful not to give offence by camping a long way from huts
and never near stock. This time, they camped in a nook of the creek quite out
of the way of cattle, and a good half mile from the huts of the squatter.110 But
unfortunately the place they chose (‘the first station where we have been illreceived’111) was technically a paddock, though Thomas did not know it at the
time: the paddock was perhaps a mile in extent with not more than a dozen
cattle in it. He made a marginal query in his journal which seems to be about the
blacks’ rights to freedom of movement around their country. He asked himself:
Query. Should a Paddock run on each side of a Public Road, & that of
near a mile in extent, along a creek which at certain seasons of year is
for 2 or 3 miles dry???.
With hindsight, it sounds as though this paddock was not fenced off from the
road, though it must have had some method of confining the cattle.
More blacks left him to go to Melbourne, Pinterginner, Henry (Tombocco),
Toby, Wigeal, Mumbo and Buller Bullup. Lummer Lummer had a ‘most awful’
fight with his wife.
They then travelled then to a lake called Parnhun,112 a word that Thomas
recorded he could not pronounce properly, being unable to get the twang at
the end of it: the blacks kept saying ‘Bungarly’ – wrong/stupid. They got to

109 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 74, ML.
110 Thomas Journal, Tuesday 17 March 1840, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
111 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 75, ML.
112 Langhorne’s station.
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Konagen on 22 March where they eeled,113 then finally he was home next day
to embrace his dear family at Tuerong, they and the blacks having moved from
Tubberubbabel for safety while he was away.114
24 March 1840
Thomas went to Meyrick’s station Boniong to investigate a report which turned
out to be false, that there had been a robbery there. In fact, a party of his blacks
had been encamped there for three weeks working at fencing for Maurice
and Alfred Meyrick. He returned to Tuerong to find a message from Robinson
demanding his presence in Melbourne.115 In his second periodical report he
states that the report was without any the least foundation; the party of blacks
encamped at Mr ‘Merricks’ for three weeks had rendered ‘Mr Merrick much
acceptable service’.116

Rumour
The place of rumour in the often quoted hostility of settlers towards Aboriginal
people has never been examined. La Trobe thought that the newspapers of Port
Phillip at the time were the dregs of the earth, and it was the newspapers which
published consistently negative information about the blacks. It is a horse and
cart situation really – were the newspapers publishing stories that the editor
knew his readers wanted to read, or did the newspapers shape squatters’
opinion or both? And who spread the rumours that were published? And whose
interests were served?
Assistant Protector Sievwright has recorded one group whose interests were
served by the spreading of misinformation about the blacks – the pastoral
workers. Sievwright explained how the system worked:
The promulgation of the tales of horror, by the initiated to the newly
arrived servants is a matter of policy as well as of amusement for with
them, it continues a system, which it is expedient to uphold with the
masters, by which a ready excuse is obtained (as easily made as difficult
to gainsay) for their own – negligence or delinquency by imputing
to a foraging party of the natives, every loss they sustain, and every
misfortune that happens.117
If Sievwright is correct, then blaming the blacks was the stock response of
servants to masters.
113 Frankston.
114 Monday 23 March 1840, Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
115 Thomas Second Periodical Report, 7 November 1840, VPRS 4410, unit 3/67, PROV.
116 VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 67: 3, PROV.
117 Report March to August 1839, HRV, vol 7: 344.
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The Chief Protector did not point the finger at anyone in his letter to the Colonial
Secretary in Sydney, in which he said that:
the depredations alleged to have been committed by the Aborigines at
Mt Piper … ascertained to be without the slightest foundation whatever
… numerous other cases of a similar nature … produced to prejudice
settlers against Aborigines generally.118
The Port Phillip Gazette was edited by George Arden, another 18 year old, a
cadet of an ancient family but of unstable nature, twice imprisoned for libel.119
The newspaper reported court proceedings and shipping arrivals, and quoted
excerpts from foreign newspapers, and government proclamations etc, and
there is no quarrel with any of that. But its Domestic Intelligence from rural
Port Phillip seems to have relied on travellers’ tales: newspapers in Port Phillip
at this time need to be read with caution, as an indicator that something might
have happened, but they cannot be relied upon. Mrs Madeleine Scott’s letter to
the editor, published 13 March 1841 is a good example.120 She wrote that the
newspaper had published an account the previous week stating that the blacks
had set fire to her property: in fact, they were helping her to put the fire out.
This is a similar experience to Thomas’ at Meyrick’s.121
Robinson did point the finger squarely at pastoralists themselves in a later
observation. They spread rumours about native outrages in order to deter new
squatters from settling in their districts and claiming some of country hitherto
theirs to use. It worked like this: after the NSW Order in Council of 7 October
1847 anyone who could find a bit of country situated between neighbours who
had to be five miles from where you proposed to sit down, could simply squat
and pay the annual licence fee to the Commissioner of Crown Lands when he

118 22 March 1839, 39/4186 in 4/2471, AO of NSW.
119 Billot 1970: 77.
120 She is another who was ‘favourably disposed towards the blacks’ and was apparently liked in return.
When someone’s station is on their regular routes, it is likely to be because the property was already a regular
encampment, was on water, and was pointed out to the squatter by its original owner. Scott’s husband died
after taking up the run Bushy Park at Dandenong, and she managed it alone for more than ten years.
121 Other examples include Lonsdale, April 1837, as usual a number of extraordinary stories and reports
are circulated (HRV, vol 1: 121); Thomas puts little credit in newspapers … mere hearsay (Thomas to CP, 2
Jan 1843, VPRS 11, Box 10, item 576, PROV); Police Magistrate Blair, Portland Bay, to La Trobe, 15 January
1842, there seems to be an unfortunate taste with some persons to exaggerate or mis-state every circumstance
connected with the Aborigines (VPRS 19, Box 27, 42/534, PROV); Thomas rebutting diabolical murder
by blacks report in Port Phillip Patriot, 29 July 1844, from previous experience many such rumours are
groundless (VPRS 16, Box 61, 44/1308, PROV); Report of Manton killed by Aborigines on the Murray not true,
OIC Native Police to La Trobe, 10 December 1845 (VPRS 19, Box 77, 45/2045, PROV); false report of a native
attack on sheep not true, shepherd lost them, Commandant Dana to La Trobe, 20 August 1843, VPRS 19, Box
49, 43/2189, PROV; outrage by blacks at Whiteheads … shepherd concocted story, Mr Whitehead says he
regrets his letter of 23 July 1839, it was written under great excitement (Assistant Protector Dredge to CP, 12
August 1839 in 4/2471, AO of NSW).
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called annually to assess and collect the fee, which was ten pounds for the
licence, and so much per head for stock. Robinson recorded that it was ‘common
practice to raise cry against the blacks to keep people from country’.122
From 26 March to 30 April, Robinson kept Thomas in Melbourne dealing
with the large numbers of blacks in town (496), including the Barrabools from
Geelong, the Mt Macedons and the Goulburns.
12 April 1840
Thomas attended to the sick, ‘very many what I call comfortable families has the
Bad Disorder’. He names these families in the margin, ‘Jackia Jackia, Old Doctor,
Kurboro, Jacka (Wybo), Yal Yal, Bondite, Wiagal, McNole’.123 Almost all the men,
women and children went to collect mussels, quite an uncommon occurrence,
Thomas noted, for men to go; they complain of being ‘plenty hungry’.124

‘The Bad Disorder’
The bad disorder is the venereal. This issue really requires forensic investigation
by a medically qualified person, and it requires that all the evidence from the
whole of the Protectorate be considered, 1839–1849, not just the evidence from
these earliest years. In fact a systematic search will be needed from 1835 on:
seventeen months after Batman and Fawkner arrived, Robinson, on his first
visit recorded that:
the Aborigines on the settlement [Melbourne] are dreadfully afflicted
with venereal … Some of the children are afflicted by it and the old
persons can hardly walk.125
He heard three variant views on causation; the first was Lonsdale’s opinion that
‘the natives had this disorder among themselves, and a cure for it’. The second
view was that ‘this awful malady has been imported to them by the depraved
whites, so Dr Cotter and H. Batman told me’. And William Buckley said ‘they
had no such disorder’.126
It will be necessary to collect every one of Thomas’ six-monthly returns of
births and deaths, with names, ages, tribal affiliation, place of death and cause of
death. The raw numbers have been collated and enumerated for deaths, but not

122 Clark 2000, vol 5, 15 May 1847.
123 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 88, ML.
124 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
125 Plomley 1987: 408.
126 Plomley 1987: 410, 31 December 1836.
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the individual’s data. When this is done, it will be possible to see the morbidity
from syphilis, and perhaps it will shed light on the question of the diagnosis,
syphilis or pseudo syphilis or both.
It was not just a Bonurong issue: the Protectorate records for the stations to the
west, to the north, and to the north-west demonstrate that this particular health
problem was widespread.
In her article on later population changes and causes of death, Barwick identifies
syphilis as ‘the major single disease suffered by the Aborigines down to 1848’127
at the Protectorate station at Mt Rouse in the western district.
There is an additional wealth of information to be gained from the records
of the medical officers at the Goulburn Protectorate station near Seymour.
These medical officers, Dr Baylie followed by Dr Neil Campbell, reported on
the diseases and treatment of both the Goulburn River people from Dredge’s
Protectorate station near Seymour, (the Taungaurong), and the Loddon River
people from Parker’s protectorate station at Franklinford (the Djadjaworong).
Overwhelmingly, Dr Neil Campbell’s Goulburn River patients were being treated
for syphilis, excrescences, ulcers of the penis and ulcers of the vagina.128 Dr
Baylie’s report to La Trobe on the health of the Loddon River people stated that
he found the people ‘in a most painful condition labouring under the disease
called Execrecence, improperly called venereal by the whites, a disease almost
peculiar to themselves, and Gonorrhea’.129
Then there is the evidence from Henry Jones, medical dispenser at the central
Protectorate station at Nerre Nerre Warren, evidence related to Thomas’ people.
Henry Jones is interesting on two grounds; he is not a doctor, and he names
the disease he is treating as ‘Pseudo Syphilis’. Further, he is treating pseudo
syphilis internally with ‘Liq Arsenic and aperients’, and externally with ‘Cupric
Sulphate wash’.130 Anyone who googles ‘Syphilis and arsenic’ will discover
quickly that the use of arsenic as a treatment for syphilis became standard
medical practice from 1910 on.131 But the doctors at the Goulburn were not
using arsenic – they were using silver nitrate, magnesium sulphate and copper
sulphate. The question then becomes who was Henry Jones and how did he
acquire his advanced medical knowledge? And further, was there, as has been
127 Barwick 1971: 307–308.
128 VPRS 4410, unit 1, items 1–45, medical reports to the Chief Protector 1841–45, plus more in unit 2,
PROV.
129 27 December 1841, VPRS 4410, unit 1, item 4, PROV.
130 VPRS 4410, unit 2, items 48–51, PROV.
131 In 1870, mercury was an accepted treatment, see CE Reeves, The cure of stricture by a new mode of
dilatation and the on the injection of the preparations of mercury under the skin in syphilis, Melbourne, 1870,
SLV, and Anon, The guide to health–an essay on all the impediments which blight the prospects of single and
married life, and for the restoration and cure of which simple, safe and permanent remedies have been discovered,
Melbourne, 187?, SLV.
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suggested, a native disease which he and Dr Baylie recognised but which was
truly different to syphilis? And are we in the presence of the western diseases
gonorrhoea and syphilis, and at the same time, the native disease called pseudo
syphilis or ‘execrecence’?

Bubrum
Thomas gives two descriptions or definitions or diagnoses of this:
Bubbarum or Bubbrum. This is not like the itch which affects the whites,
but is brought on no doubt from the same cause – it is a kind of leprocy
[sic] affecting the legs, thighs, arms. They and their dogs are alike
afflicted. & their cats to [sic]. They cure it by extracting oil from the
feet of opossums. They run over the whole body but more especially the
parts affected. They mix some weerup a fine red ochre in a little oil and
rub the invalid both night and morning.132
Bubbrum, a kind of leprosy or itch when very bad will night and morning
grease the body particularly the parts most affected. If they have emu oil
that is used. After remaining so for sometime to dry in, will rub the body
over with Weerup mixed with a decoction of wattle bark.133
The relationship between excrescences and the native disease buburum needs
to be investigated: there is one clear record of Aboriginal women making an
association between ‘bubrum’ and dogs. It was in May 1845 and there were 397
blacks from five tribes in Melbourne, plus their ‘900 at least dogs’. Apparently
the police had orders to shoot dogs which were diseased. The evidence of the
relationship came from the lubras who showed Thomas the warm body of a
recently killed dog and said that it did not have the Bubrum. Thomas recorded
in his journal that the body was that of a European dog, not a native dog. Four
days later, Europeans killed five dogs and the blacks left Melbourne straight
away.134

Origins of diseases
Under a heading ‘Aboriginal diseases’ Thomas recorded the following evidence
of native attribution of origin:
Geagorry or Kor-o-gy is a term used for diseases generally when above
common cases a Culmul. They say that the Bubrum or smallpox v came
132 Undated, Thomas does not close his bracket, CY 3130, frame 94, ML.
133 Thomas Papers, CY 2984, frame 158, ML.
134 Thomas Papers, 17 and 21 August 1845, MSS 214/3, item 3, ML.
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from NE – that the eruption like leprosy from the NE. Kind of itch came
from the same quarter. Calmal a bloody flux NE. Coor Coor (Arero
Boreus) lights SE by E. Kurbull (a fabulous fear) Gipps E. Myndie (a
kind of Colerra) NW.
Thomas’ insertion v above the word smallpox is as follows:
Mr Parker has this Myndie and I heard a black that come from the North
call it as such, but my blacks affirm that Myndie is quite different that
there is no eruption of the skin.135
Much later, Thomas treated a lubra ‘awfully bad with a peculiar bubrum’ by
‘administer very cautiously the poisonous powder given me by Mr Long’.136 In
another instance the Bubberum resulted in swollen legs like gout.137 Thomas
recorded that ‘the blacks say that the Warragle lubras have given them this rank
species of bubrum’.138 Elsewhere he wrote ‘There is one [disease] which scarcely
a black is free from, a kind of itch or leprosy’.139 In an undated vocabulary,
Thomas made this entry, ‘Neuternin – sores like Leprosy (not Bubrub)’.140
These diseases are a complex issue, a major subject for suitably qualified medical
investigators.
From Henry Jones’ lists, some names of sufferers in addition to Thomas’ list
above can be recognised:
Yankee Yankee whose recovered biographical details are to be found in Chapter
11; he was for a long time on the sick list but showed ‘considerable improvement’,
then, after three weeks on an excursion around his country with Thomas, came
back ‘perfectly recovered’.141
Little Suzannah aged two, Billibelary’s daughter mentioned in Chapter 2, is
listed in June 1842.142
Burruke/Gellibrand, aged 26.
Poky Poky, aged 35, Johnnie’s father, whose biographical details are given in
Chapter 10, is also on the June 1842 list.143
Ten other names are listed in July 1842 of whom:
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Undated but followed by an observation dated 28 September 1844, CY 2606, frame 43, ML.
CY 2606, frame 500, ML.
Thomas, 16 June 1844, CY 2606, item 3, ML.
Saturday, 2 April 1848, CY 2606, frame 502, ML. He made a marginal note ‘To be particularly noticed’.
Thomas Papers, CY 2984, frame 51, ML.
Thomas, Miscellaneous Papers, CY 3130, frame 104, ML.
Result or Remarks column in VPRS 4410, unit 2, item 50, PROV.
VPRS 4410, unit 2, item 48, PROV.
VPRS 4410, unit 2, item 49, PROV.
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• Murrum/Charlotte, female aged 20 is a Waworong;
The others are not yet identified with certainty but they are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burdeguruck, male, aged 8 years
Worrungrook, female, aged 18 years
Mendulnook, female, aged 17 years
Babyhook/Mary, female, aged 17 years
Mourkeek, female, aged 16 years
Murrundurin/Maria, female, aged 20 years
Tolimberick, male, aged 7 years
Beuoreen, male, aged 19 years
Murruny/Fanny, female, aged 20 years.144

Thomas believed that the Aborigines got the disease from the Europeans, but
that their own cultural practices spread it:
That virulent Disease which Civilized Man spreads from shore to shore
has already thinn’d the number of Aborigines in Australia Felix and
has every prospect of still carrying on its destruction, this disease is
confined not to the young, the venerable in age and the infant at the
Breast is alike affected – the awful depraved habits of themselves adds
much to put a barrier to arrest its progress. There is but one family in my
opinion among the Two Tribes I have under my charge but are more or
less affected by it. I see no prospect whatever from the state of disease
at present of any more births among them save in the Murry family, and
in a few years unless this disease is arrested and the Lubras kept from
intercourse with White Men the total Defunct of the Whole. I ground
my opinion from experience. I find that the youths in fact while in their
almost boyhood have access to the Lubras and imbibe the disease.145
Many years later, towards the end of his career, his opinion remained the same.
This is his written response to question 12 Venereal, in a questionnaire from the
Central Board regarding the diseases most common to the Aborigines and the
mortality associated with them:
Though this disease in the first instance must have been contracted from
the whites, the native doctors have prescribed a cure which though
simple has proved efficacious: they boil the wattle bark till it becomes
very strong, and use it as a lotion to the parts affected. I can state from
my own personal knowledge of three Goulburn blacks, having this
144 VPRS 4410, unit 2, item 48, PROV.
145 VPRS 4410, unit 3/67: 22, PROV.
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disease so deeply rooted in them, that the then Colonial Surgeon, Dr
Cousins, on examining them said life could not be saved unless they
entered the Hospital and an operation performed, which they would
not consent to; after eighteen months these three blacks returned to
Melbourne among the tribes (two were young and the other middleaged) perfectly cured, and the blacks assured me that they had only
used the wattle bark lotion. Dr Wilmot, out late coroner, also saw these
three blacks whilst in this state, and after their soundness, and in his
report upon the Aborigines stated: ‘However violent the disease may
appear among aborigines that it could not enter into their system, as it
did in European constitutions’.146
Presumably, by this last observation the coroner’s experience was that the
secondary and tertiary consequences of syphilis did not manifest themselves in
the Aborigines. If this is so, then it seems to me to support Dr Baylie’s opinion
that there was a native disease as well as the western disease, especially as wattle
bark was an attested cure: moreover, the native disease was benign in its long
term consequences, compared with the western disease. And Yankee Yankee’s
cure from a native disease by means of the western treatment of arsenic requires
explanation. And was the wattle bark distillation a pre-contact remedy for a
pre-contact disease or was it an adaptation of traditional medical knowledge to
a new problem? It must be said that it is hard to see how pre-contact technology
could have been used to boil wattle bark for the length of time required to
reduce the volume of water to a concentrated solution: perhaps the method of
concentration was by evaporation in pre-contact times, and boiling was a post
contact adaptation.147
These cases are undoubtedly the same as those mentioned by William Hull JP
in his evidence to the 1858 Select Committee; they were so symptomatic that it
was confidently predicted that they would die. They did not die, and Hull for
one, concluded that there was a native disease resembling the venereal which
was indigenous.148

146 Thomas, 8 November 1860, Appendix No 3, to the ‘First Report of the Central Board appointed to watch
over the interests of the Aborigines in the Colony of Victoria’, Victoria Legislative Council Votes & Proceedings,
1861.
147 Thomas’ drawing of a wooden water vessel that he said women carried at all times is reproduced in this
book.
148 Evidence given Tuesday, 9 November 1858, in Victoria. Victoria Legislative Council Votes & Proceedings,
1859, Report p. 8.
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A childhood observation of Barak
In an undated estray, Thomas recorded the beliefs of two children thus. They
were cousins, both Warworong, both subsequently to serve long term in the
Native Police.
The black boys Kallkalla and Bearack149 informed me today that the
curlew which is [illegible] apparently in many parts of New South
Wales, and which he called Wellrook has a note the mournful sound it
emits no good to blackfellows. I understood the child to say it brought
in sickness – another instance mentioned to me leads me to think that
they pay considerable attention [ink blot obscures two words] of birds
under the superstitious feeling of their good and evil tendency.150

‘Medical Cures, Wonderful Instances of Venereal
Disease’151
Under this heading, Thomas describes in detail the illnesses of three blacks, one
an influential Yarra black named Wun Parn,152 aged about 40 years and the other
two unnamed young men from the Goulburn tribe. It is a lengthy account, full
of detail about the symptoms of disease, the devotion of his friends in carrying
him on a sheet of bark when he was beyond walking, and the efforts made
by Thomas to assist him. Initially Wun Parn refused the help of the medical
dispenser at Nerre Nerre Warren, but accepted help from Thomas with treatment
prescribed by Henry Jones. This was bluestone plus lotion as strong as could
be. Thomas doesn’t mince words – ‘the man’s privates were a mass of corruption
as were his nose and his ears’, and he was near death according to Dr Cousen.
But the Goulburn blacks smuggled him out of Melbourne and carried him at
least 150 miles over the Mogulumbeek ranges to the north-east of Melbourne.
18 months later, the Goulburns re-appeared in Melbourne and:
to my astonishment, he was as sound and healthy as ever … and by his
own account had done nothing more than wash himself with decoction
of wattle bark which I have seen them make for the like purpose but
made very strong.153
149 The fact that both Thomas and Dana wrote Barak’s name as Bearak or Bearack, together with the fact that some
Europeans did too, eg Howitt, suggests that his name was pronounced not as in Barak Obama but as in bear.
150 10 December, no year, CY 2984, frame 12, ML.
151 CY 2984, frame 155, ML.
152 Thomas uses three different spellings for this man’s name over two pages, and because in the same two
pages he is frequently using ‘Venereal’ and ‘Warren’, it is simple to compare his pen strokes. The initial capital
of this man’s name looks like a V twice, and like a W once. But because V is not apparently used in Bonurong
speech, it is rendered here as a W.
153 CY 2984, frame 157, ML.
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The story of the cure of the two Goulburn men is similar in the description of
the symptoms. Both less than 20 years of age, they appeared in Melbourne for
the meeting of the tribes in 1840, and Dr Cussen was ‘horrified’, ‘privates partly
eaten away, nose and ears was truly awfully affected, even their mouths’. When
they left to return to their own country, Thomas gave them a good quantity of
bluestone, and according to their story, they used only his treatment. When he
saw them next in Melbourne nine months later they were as sound as ever.154
Both native medicine and western medicine clearly worked: but what disease
or diseases they worked on remains unclear. This is a serious issue which
requires specialist medical knowledge and much more research to reach a full
understanding of ‘the bad disorder’ and its consequences.
13 April 1840
This was a Monday. The Barrabools and Mt Macedons decided to shift
encampment to the north side of the Yarra. Thomas advised his own blacks not
to follow, and listed them as remaining on the south side with him – they are
mostly Bonurong:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old Doctor (6)
Bogy Bogy (3)
Burrenum (4)
Budgery Tom (5)
Captain Turnbull (3)
Mr Hill (4)
D’Villiers (3)
Old Jack (2)
Mr King (2)
Lummer Lummer (1), Munmunginna (1), Yal Yal (1), Kollorlook (1),
Mr Hill and lubra (2),
Billy Lonsdale and lubras (5)
Buller Bullett’s lubra (1), Lively (1), Dollar (1), Tearem (1), Tunmile (1), Bugup
(1), Tarem (1).155

14 April 1840
In the morning Thomas received a communication from La Trobe telling him to
move the blacks from the north side of the Yarra: ‘His Honor is a strange man’,

154 CY 2984, frame 157, ML.
155 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 89, ML.
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Thomas wrote, ‘he thinks the blacks can be led about as a pack of children’.156 La
Trobe and Lonsdale visited the blacks’ encampment for an hour, then decided
that they could stay one night more and depart next day. At 4 pm the Goulburns
came and there was a ‘most desperate fight’ during which one of his blacks
received a wound from a glass-barbed spear through the thigh which gushed
as though it had been from an animal killed. Thomas mentions ‘3 Goldborne
blacks literally wrotten with Venereal Disease’.157
17 April 1840
La Trobe visited for a discussion about firearms, then sent two white constables
to collect the firearms the blacks owned. There was much dissatisfaction and
Thomas was forced to protect the constables. Thomas quoted the blacks’
objection:
Their cry was what for White Man Guns? – Big one hungry – Black
Fellows by and by – no kangaroo – White Man take away Black
Fellows country, now gun. By and by all dead poor Black fellows.
The blacks were very insolent for the rest of the day, would not let white
man be near them. Yangally Yangally bloody white man.158
Seven guns were taken from them, listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr King’s given to him by Mr Batman
Boggy Boggy’s given to him by Mr Chuckman before settlement
Big Benbow’s given to him by Mr Smith of the Lamb Inn
McNole’s given to him by Rev. Mr Clow
Davy/Mr Parker’s gun given to him by Mr Thurnel
Billy/Mr Mair’s gun given to him by Mr Main
Billy’s gun given to him also by Mr Main
Mr Hill’s double barrelled gun given to him by Mr Smythe the Surveyor.159

In his second periodical report there is more detail: Thomas is defending himself,
for the record, against La Trobe’s perception that he was refusing to co-operate.
Thomas told La Trobe that they often put their firearms in his tent at night for
safekeeping, and La Trobe responded:
that he considered it weakness in me not immediately seizing them. My
answer was that it was not weakness but I could not consistently seize
what had been forced on me as a trust, that His Honor would take into
consideration my position among them, that they should be seized by the
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authorities, & that I had on a former occasion given every opportunity
of taking away a great stand of Fire Arms. His Honor replied that ‘he
would remove that unpleasant part of the business from me’, and in
a few hours sent a constable with the order. The Chief Protector has
annotated this report, ‘It was decidedly wrong of Mr Thomas to accept
such a trust’.160
Later in this year Thomas recorded that it was the women who obtained powder
and shot from settlers and conveyed it to the men.161
19 April 1840
Thomas received orders to break up the encampments on account of a diseased
emigrant ship having arrived, the Glenhuntly162 anchored off Point Ormond,
Elwood: the ship was placed in quarantine near where the Aboriginal women
went three times a week to get mussels. He could not convince the natives of the
humane intentions of His Honor: they argued ‘white men only would die’.163

Encampments

Fig 14. ‘Sketch of relationship of encampments’
From the William Thomas papers, 1834–1868, 1902, Mitchell Library, reproduced with the permission of
the State Library of New South Wales.

160 VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 67: 6–7, PROV.
161 Thomas to Robinson, 17 July 1840, VPRS 11, unit 7/317, PROV.
162 Brown says that the Glen Huntly expected from Greenock with 200 highlanders entered Port Phillip on
17 April flying the yellow flag of typhus, and was ordered into quarantine at the Red Bluff where her surviving
passengers were detained from 1 to 20 June depending on their condition (Brown 1941–1971, vol 2: 344).
163 VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 67: 8, PROV.
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Encampments were formally organised places. When the Bonurong were in
Melbourne encamped with other ‘tribes’, their position in relation to the other
groups was always closest to their own country, so that a diagram of the groups
of their miams on the ground was an image of a birds eye view of the spatial
relationship of their countries on the ground. Thomas drew a plan of this on the
occasion of the greatest number of the tribes ever to be assembled in Melbourne
in recorded times.164 The occasion was the ritual spearing of two Western Port
men, Billy Lonsdale and Lively over the killing at Western Port of the Wooralim
boy at Mr Manton’s at Western Port.
20 April 1840
Their departure from Melbourne was dramatic. Thomas had just received a
large amount of food for the blacks, including 1200 pounds of flour, 500 pounds
of rice plus sugar, tea, soap, tobacco, blankets and frocks. The blacks did not
want to leave, and the argument for going or staying raged back and forth. In
the end, Thomas put a stop to discussion: he put his fingers in his ears and said
‘All gammon my blackfellows, all bungarly’, threatened to re-load all the stores
and send them back to La Trobe. They caved in and set fire to all the miams. He
begged the punt165 man to cease taking European drays across the Yarra in order
to let the blacks cross. The punt man acquiesced, and in one crossing there were
187 men, women and children. La Trobe came down from his office to see the
sight and bid Thomas tell them ‘no angry only bullito166 Barnbun weakun Kolin’
and that soon he would come and see them in their own country.167 The blacks
set off for Arthurs Seat with Thomas to follow later. En route, about five miles
from Melbourne (Elsternwick junction) Thomas met up with his blacks sitting
down holding a Council. Two white men had told them that if they went to
Arthurs Seat, they would all be killed by the Twofold Bay blacks. They were
too frightened to move he wrote; they said that ‘long long time ago Twofold
Black fellows kill at night almost all Black Port Phillip’.168 They all went
back to Melbourne.

Twofold Bay blacks
Twofold Bay blacks have been identified by Wesson in her Historical Atlas. They
are the people who belonged to the south coast of New South Wales extending
from the Burrill Lake in the north possibly as far south as Mallacoota in Victoria
164 Thomas Journal, CY 2606, item1, frame 57, ML.
165 The punt in 1839 was where the Swan Street Bridge was (WJ Thomas, CY 3106, frame 50, ML).
166 An examination of Thomas’ translation of the first chapter of Genesis (see Chapter 12) reveals that the
word bullito carries a significance of greatness. I do not understand what these quoted words of La Trobe
mean, but maybe bullito refers to La Trobe’s ultimate authority.
167 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frames 95–96, ML.
168 21 April 1840, Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML. There is more detail about this in Chapter 8.
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and extending inland to the foothills of the Alps. Even a cursory glance at her
map shows that the boundary of the country of these people was organised
along the same principle as the Bonurong – drainage basins. They were a fishing
people and their country was the drainage basins of all the south coast rivers.
Their combined country boundaries lay in the space between the headwaters of
the rivers that flowed east to the sea and the headwaters of the rivers that flowed
west to join up with the Murray system.
Twofold Bay was an early descriptive term which had fallen out of use by the
time the professional anthropologists started their research in the 1880s.169 Their
names for themselves and their language reflected their different way of getting
a living. Their forest neighbours ate possum, koala and wombat and swamp
wallaby, but not kangaroo, because the forest was too dense for kangaroo till
cleared by European loggers. Their next neighbours on the Monaro plateau were
in the country of the eastern grey kangaroo which subsequently abandoned
the Monaro following the arrival of the squatters’ cattle. In Wesson’s view
‘Twofold Bay blacks’ appears to have been used, post contact, as a general
term describing anyone east of ‘us’ in the context of ‘those we fear’. There is
no record of the Nallerkor mitter or Weecoon people of Twofold Bay raiding
in west Gippsland’.170 Twofold Bay blacks was a metaphor of the time for the
Bonurong enemies.
In fact the Bonurong enemies were the Kurnai/Ganai of Gippsland, but Gippsland
was not yet opened up from Melbourne, let alone named, so the Europeans of
the early 1840s had no precise language to describe it. Common sense suggests
that the Bonurong had an indigenous descriptor for their Kurnai/Ganai enemies
before Europeans came, but if so, I have not found it. There was plenty of
Bonurong information however, about named physical features in Gippsland.
Thomas records Meruck as the name of a mountain between Western Port and
Two Fold Bay, Bore Bore, the name of a large mountain some distance east of
Western Port … ‘finds Snow River, and Woollom, a water that falls into Cape
Liptrap’.171
There is a long coast line between Mallacoota, which Wesson suggests is the
southern limit of the Twofold Bay blacks, and Wilson’s Promontory, which
almost all authorities agree is the eastern boundary of the Bonurong: it was
rich in food resources, and subsequently found to be well populated, and the
Bonurong knew the country. So the question remains unanswered as to how and
why the Bonurong described their enemies as Twofold Bay blacks.

169 Wesson 2000: 151 ff.
170 Wesson 2000: 18.
171 Thomas List of Place Names, Y 2605, item 1, frame 26, ML.
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26 April 1840
A young man named Rubertmuning172 died in the night, a Goulburn youth
who was speared by a Barrabool; he had been attended by Dr Wilkie whom
Thomas goes out of his way to praise, and was expected to die in the night. Men
had worked hard to cut a grave out of the ground with tomahawks (drought,
hard clay), and the dying young man was moved out of his miam close to the
grave. Thomas made a marginal note about his doubts – he had attended many
deaths and had never actually seen the breath leaving the body, as he put it: he
suspected that the practice was to tie up and wrap the person before they were
actually dead. Thomas watched ‘narrowly’ all night, never leaving for more
than five minutes. The young man was attended by a venerable man shedding
tears over him, and as death approached, the young man pulled the blanket
up over his head on three occasions. But the venerable man, who is never
named, uncovered it each time. Towards morning, Dr Baily was present, and
having examined the young man stepped eight yards away to another patient in
another miam, and Thomas followed. Within two minutes at most, he said, he
came back to find the young man completely trussed up with a cord around his
neck plus his blanket – gone dead, said the venerable man. Thomas tried to get
the young man untied but in vain; he wrote that he believed they bandaged up
before death, and that the young man’s action in pulling the blanket up over his
head was an attempt to prevent Thomas from seeing the first cord drawn. The
doctor said that it was not possible for the young man to have died in the two
minutes since he last saw him. He was buried in the daylight, in a shield-shaped
grave with no ceremony; Thomas spoke at the burial of the Resurrection. He was
surprised to find that the blacks don’t move encampment or have a discussion
when they know the cause of death.173
In his 27 page formal account of ‘Burial of the Dead’ Thomas refers to this issue
of the moment of death:
The moment before the breath is out of the body (if not before*) his
attendant raises his body, throws the pall over his head and shoulders
and immediately he is lightly corded around the neck two or three times,
his knees brought up to his breast.
Thomas’ footnote* says the following:
There is not a man in these Colonies who has been at the death of more
Aborigines than myself. Yet I never saw one die tho’ I have watched
most carefully to satisfy myself on this point but always have been
thwarted.174
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172 ‘Rubertmuning, male, Goldborn, aged 18, single, speared by Eberbol a Barabool blak while corrob’,
Thomas Return of Births and Deaths, 29 February to 31 August 1840, VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 67, PROV.
173 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 138, ML.
174 ML MSS C 339 (CY 3695).
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In his second account of this death, which says that Rubertenning died at
quarter to four on Saturday afternoon, 25 April, Thomas gives further detail but
does not even mention his suspicions. He recorded that Rubertenning’s pulse
was low, and that he gave him a drink of tea which Rubertenning seemed to
enjoy, that ‘Dr Baylie was exceedingly kind’, that the venerable aged kin came
and comforted the dying man. Then Thomas quotes the venerable aged kin in
the comforting:
I could just comprehend that he would soon be at Van Diemen’s Land
and come back again. The poor fellow asked for the Yan Yan. One
came. All began to cry. These people are very, very affectionate. About
1 hour before he died, they removed him about 10 yards from where
he lay. He got weaker and weaker. They breathed etc etc in his navel,
and in a moment or two he drew the blanket over his head assisted by
his brother and the work of bandaging him commenced. He was put in
three bandages.
Thomas then described the digging of the grave – his men helped. He recorded
the fact that they do not bury just before or after sunset, so the young man was
not interred till next day, and the whole of his chattels were as usual, buried
with him, that ‘the lamentations of the lubras was distressing, while the men
in silence wept around the grave’. He ended his account with the summary
statement:
Many visitors were present & the Colonial Surgeon & however these
people may be despised & unjustly their characters drawn, they have
the tender sympathies of nature surpassing Civilized man.175
A few whites were present while the deep grave was being cut out of the hard
clay, but the blacks begged that Thomas would send them away, which he did,
and then took the opportunity to discuss views of life after death:
I while in the preparation talk’d to them of a resurrection and they
seem’d to have some knowledge. They talked about VDL which I stated
‘Bungarly’.176
28 April 1840
La Trobe summoned Thomas and told him that if he could not succeed in
breaking up the encampment himself, then La Trobe would send Captain Russell
of the Mounted Police to do the job. Captain Russell arrived but did nothing,
saying he would be back the next day if Thomas could not manage the job. A
175 Thomas Journal, Saturday 25 April 1840, and Sunday 26 April 1840, CY 2605, item 1, frames 98–99, ML.
176 Sunday 26 April 1840, CY 2605, item 1, frame 100, ML. VDL refers to the then-current belief that after
they died, they would go to VDL: it was this belief that Thomas called bungarly, wrong or stupid.
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‘villain’ told the blacks that the soldiers would come in the night and shoot
them all. They were much alarmed, and though Thomas assured them that they
would have to move next morning, he would ‘protect them from all danger’.
They said Mareguk Mareguk Marminartar177 but he still had to promise to
walk all night around the encampment to keep guard ‘like a watchman’ before
they would be pacified and settle to sleep.178
29 April 1840
Thomas sent a message to La Trobe saying how distressed the encampment was
last night, begging that the police not be sent, and received an answer from La
Trobe and Captain Russell saying ‘no force will be used’.179
30 April 1840
Thomas waited on La Trobe who told him that it was no use ploughing up
ground at Tubberubbabel until Mr Robinson decided on a reserve, and bid him
make the blacks useful, even if they had to work on Thomas’ son’s station at
Tuerong. After 49 days, he finally left Melbourne with 77 Western Ports and
35 strangers as he called them, who were Barabools and Mt Macedons, camping
the first night at Ewroruk (unidentified); then they stayed three days at Moody
Yallock where other groups of Western Ports joined them; then travelled to
Tuerong where more joined them from Poleorong (Mr Hyatt’s station at the back
of Mt Eliza)180 and Tantine (Mr Stratton’s sheep station at Mt Martha). They left
the cart at Mordialloc with the bullocks.181
3 May 1840
Thomas’ man Davis fell ill at Konigo (Frankston) and Thomas left him with Billy
Lonsdale and proceeded to Tuerong.182 He visited Tubberubbabel and ‘had a
good rummage around’.183 Over the next two days, he met up with Billy Lonsdale,

177 Mareguk is usually written as Merrijig meaning very good. Marminarta is the combined tribes’ word
for Thomas, meaning good father.
178 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
179 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 101, ML.
180 There is no person’s name with this spelling in the pastoral records. This man might be William Highett,
Manager of the branch opened on 17 October 1838 of the Union Bank of Australia (Gurner 1978[1876]: 43). Ian
Clark suggests so. But I believe it is more likely to be his younger brother John, a squatter at Geelong (Brown
1941–1971, vol 2: 441). Another possibility is the Mr Hyatt from the Tamar River, Launceston, in partnership
with Captain Ritchie, whom Robinson met in 1836 at the Saltwater River 12 miles from Melbourne (Plomley
1987: 409).
181 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, and CY 2605, item 1, ML.
182 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML. Thomas’ man was the convicted man Thomas Davis, ‘ship
Exmouth, arrived 1831, sentence life, about 35 yo, 5 ft 6 in, dark complexion’ (CY 2946, item 2, ML). He was
punished early on for insolence to Robinson (HRV, vol 2B: 426 and index), but as will be seen, he does engage
in Bonurong life, and they take sides with him against Thomas at one stage. However, in Thomas’ Return of 1
April 1840, he lists Ross as James Ross (CY 2946, frame 44, ML).
183 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
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Bobbinary and family, Lummer Lummer, Bob,184 Marnmargina, Turnbull and
lubra, Derremot, Ningolobin and lubra, and Dindoo who was Derrimut’s mother.
More unnamed blacks came from Poleorong and Tontine.185

Fig 15. ‘Derrimut’, 1837, by Benjamin Duttereau
Mitchell Library, reproduced with the permission of the State Library of New South Wales.

184 This Bob is possibly the VDL Aboriginal person whom Robinson worked with in his Friendly Mission.
185 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML. Stratton’s Old Sheep Station, on a creek about 2.5 miles inland
from Mornington beach (Survey the Coast from the mouth of Tangenong Creek to Arthurs Seat, George D
Smythe, 13 November 1841, VPRS 8168/P 1, CS 81A, PROV). Thomas scribbled on a memo listing stations and
their squatters in the early 1840s that the blacks say that Narren Gullen Creek at the back of Mt Eliza burst
from an earthquake between there and Dandine (Tontine) see CY 2984: 543, ML.
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Bobbinary/Pubbernarring/Bobbinnara/Bobinnary/
Bobbinnarree/Barberring
Co-owner with Burrenum (Mr Dredge) of the southern peninsula,
specialist charmer
No date – we have in the Westernport tribe a celebrated charmer away
of rain, old Bobbinary (Thomas in Bride 1969: 428); Bobbinary – a
great charmer (Thomas CY 2606, item 1, ML).
Jul 1839 – name taken while in encampment, Bar-bun-a-ring/Mr
Clow (Thomas A Diary, January to July 1839, set 214, unit 1, ML);
20 Nov 1839 – On Thomas’ Census of Bonurong, male aged 40, wife
Bindergrook aged 32, son Yal Yal aged 18 (Thomas to Robinson, VPRS
10, unit 1/242, PROV).
Feb 1840 – Barberring, wife and 3 pick are on the list of names of those
determined to go to Western Port on the raid (Thomas Journal, CY
2605, item 1, ML); Feb 1840 – Bobbinarren sick at Kunnung (Thomas
Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML); 13 May 1840 – Thomas sent his cart to
Boniong for potatoes for his family: Mr Man and family, and Bobinnary
and family plus six children rode in the cart (Thomas Journal, CY
2604, item 3, ML); 22 May 1840 – Bobinnary and Burrenum set off
for Kermitterwarer from Tubbarubbabel with supplies, the others to
follow in 7 days (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML); 7 Jun 1840
– his name is on a list of blacks presently at Tubberubbabel, given
to Robinson in Melbourne by Billy Lonsdale (Clark 1998b: 344); 12
Jun 1840 – Bobinarey and lubra and 2 children were in the party out
on a ramble when the others including Thomas caught up with them
at the encampment near Kullurk (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3,
ML); 13 Jun 1840 – Bobinary and lubra are in the party departing for
game; left child with Thomas: on return, instead of travelling Kokobul
to Tuerong, they will turn right and go to Mahun: will be absent 11
days (Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML); 30 Jul 1840 – Bobbinary
and lubra and Munmungina leave Tuerong for the coast (Thomas
Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML); 16 Sep 1840 – Bobinnary engaged with
Jack Weatherly in a debate whether to move encampment from north
bank of Yarra to the south bank: makes an impassioned speech taking
opposite view to Jack Weatherley: encampment divides, 100 to go to
north side of Yarra, 130 to stay on south side (Thomas, set 214, ML); 9
Dec 1840 – Bobbinary, Bogy Bogy, Lummer Lummer and a few others
come to Nerre Nerre Warren, the blacks in a regular bustle; I shake
hands & congratulate them, they say the Weston Port blacks soon all
come (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 202, ML).
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5 Mar 1841 – from a camp about 30 miles up the Yarra Thomas reports
that Bobbinary, Old Jack and Lummer Lummer go off for 3 days (Byrt
2004: 55); 23 Mar 1841 – Budgery Tom, Bobinnary and others left
Nerre Nerre Warren again (Byrt 2004: 56).
28 Feb 1842 – Bobbinary and his lubra (unnamed) left Nerre Nerre
Warren for Western Port (Byrt 2004: 76); 24 Mar 1842 – 2 families
of Goulbourne blacks and 1 Pangerang family having arrived the
previous day, Bobbinary and Lummer Lummer endeavour to use some
persuasion to separate the blacks (Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 5,
ML).
30 Jul 1844 – acting on Benbow’s information, Thomas went to
the Western Port encampment by the beach at Melbourne, woke
up Bobbinary and without questioning him about the murder
of the Barabool black, asked Bobbinnara to show him the grave of
Jack knocked down by a Goulburn black and his kidney fat taken;
Bobbinnara did so – the grave was fenced around and a fire still
smouldering to the east: Bobbinary said he had been ill 2 days and had
been buried 9 days (Thomas to La Trobe, VPRS 19, Box 61, 44/1308,
PROV).
Jan 1846 – on Family Connections census as Bobbinary, male, widower,
son Yal Yal male, aged 20, daughter Boyyerup female aged 23: his
country is Kangerong and these 3 people are the only ones in this
section (Thomas, CY 3083, ML); 16 Feb 1846 – Bup.in.nar.ing, a young
man of the Bur.in.yung bulluk, belonging about Pt Nepean, Yal Yal is
his son (GA Robinson, Vocabulary Papers, quoted in Clark 2002: 220);
21 May 1846, Bobinarrey’s name is on a list of Western Port blacks
gone to Gippsland with murderous intent to catch wild blackfellows
(Thomas Journal, CY 2606, ML).
13 Jul 1849 – died, belonging to Western Port tribe, male, aged 50, a
widower (Thomas Return, VPRS 10, unit 11, 50/55, PROV); Bobbinary
died at Muneep (CY 2606, frame 598, ML).
5 May 1840
Thomas sent his son and his son’s man to Mordialloc to bring on the cart and
the bullocks; they got back to Tuerong next day with the bullocks knocked up
having travelled 67 miles in three days. The bullocks strayed from Tuerong and
could not be found. Thomas got the ‘house etc’ swept out at Tubberubbabel.
Many more blacks came to Tuerong.186
186 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
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7 May 1840
By this date, the whole of the blacks (122) had gathered at the encampment
at Tuerong and ‘all selected a singular place for an encampment, a very high
hill north of Tuerong waterholes – they appear a fine village’.187 Thomas began
to ‘relieve’ them, ie to distribute rations, but he had an altercation with the
Bonurong about distributing rations to the strangers with them.188 Next day
Thomas, and his son searched all day for the bullocks: they found them at
Tubberubbabel.189
9 May 1840
Thomas recorded that the blacks were happy and satisfied; there were
139 encamped with him at Tuerong, and another 23 at Hobson’s farm
(Buckkermitterwarrer) and Merricks Station, and that after ‘three more sleeps
to gogo Tubbarubbabel’.190
10 May 1840
This was a Sunday, and after Divine Service Thomas distributed rations and
there was a ‘grand altercation’. Ningolobin (Captain Turnbull, Mt Macedon clan
head) and Poleorong (Billy Lonsdale) wanted the rations placed before them so
that they themselves could do the distributing. They were very insolent, he
wrote:
Captain comes – give me – holds up finger – Flour, Tea, Su, Rice,
Tobac & soap – the Government sent Black fellows, threatens to go
to Governor.
Thomas bid him go and tell the Governor to come and ‘serve them Himself’, and
refused to give to him any rations on account of his insolence.191

Mt Macedon section
Thomas was in the wrong in this argument. Ningolobin was a Waworong and
entitled to the rations, as Thomas was supposed to be looking after the two
tribes Waworong and Bonurong. By taking the rations into Bonurong heartland,
and by labelling Ningolobin as a stranger, Thomas was favouring the Bonurong,
and may even have believed that his responsibilities lay only towards the Port
Phillip and Western Port blacks, what he called the coast tribes. He was soon
to be disabused of this notion and hauled back to Melbourne by Robinson who
reminded him of his obligations to both tribes.
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Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 140, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 104, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 141, ML.
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Thomas appears later to have changed his mind about these Mt Macedon people:
in his census of 1846, he listed them as the second of eight sections of the
Boongurong:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Werrerby Yallook
Mt Macedon Boon
Moody Yallock
Konniga & Bush
Kangerong
Mahun by Western port
Dandenong – all dead
Western Port – ditto.192

In the afternoon, Poleorong and Ningolobin came to Thomas and begged him
to shake hands. He did so, but still refused to give Ningolobin rations. But Mrs
Thomas and William Jackson Thomas took Ningolobin and Poleorong and a
few others into the house and gave them tea etc. Poleorong said to Mrs Thomas,
very innocently, according to Thomas ‘Me plenty Bungerly war war good
Marminarta’.193 In his other journal recounting the same events Thomas wrote
that:
I was forc’d to be very sulky & continued so till night, when they one
after another of the principals came in to pacify me. I said all gone sulky
and shook hands.194
In the evening, at ten or half past ten, Mr Hobson and Merrik arrived having
ridden seven miles in the dark from Buckkermitterwarrer to report the ‘gross
outrage’ of the attempted assault on Barebun also known as Mary, Benbow’s
daughter, who was living with Mr and Mrs Smith and visiting Edward
Hobson.195 Old Mr Man and family, Old Doctor and family, Yal Yal, Bogup and
Dollar left for Kangerong.196

192 Family Connections Census, January 1846, CY 3083, ML. At the beginning of his 1840 notebook,
Thomas describes the last listed group/groups as the Bonkolwool, ‘inhabit about Western Port & Dangernong,
all extinct’ (CY 2605, item 1, frame 26, ML). Taken in conjunction with the evidence of Barrabool and Mt
Macedon relationships on 13 April, 17 May, 17 June as well as Thomas’ map of relationships when encamped,
plus the evidence of Barrabool relationships with Bonurong in the matter of the killing of Franks and his
shepherd at Mt Cotterill, this listing of Mt Macedon people within a list of Bonurong clans might need to be
taken more seriously.
193 War War/Wa Wa means fight: Poleorong felt it necessary or expedient to say that he was very stupid
for fighting with his good father. There is emotional blackmail going on here, on both sides.
194 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, item 1, frame 104, ML.
195 For the details and depositions of this assault see Chapter 6. Elsewhere Thomas describes it as an
‘attempted violation’.
196 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 141, ML.
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11 May 1840
At daybreak Thomas rode from Tuerong to Buckkermitterwarrer to take the
depositions from Mary and from the witnesses regarding the gross outrage.
He visited the native encampment at Buckkermitterwarrer and found about 24
people there, men women and children. He was much pleased at seeing two
lubras wash as good as any London laundress, and the men and boys at work
fencing. ‘Stations of this kind are a benefit to the Aborigines’. When he got back
to Tuerong, he found that the whole encampment had shifted to Kangerong,
about five miles west of Tuerong. He told them not to camp in or near a brush
paddock of Mr Hobson.197 When he got back to Tuerong, he made preparations
for his tent to camp with the blacks.198 His other journal covering the same
period states that all the blacks (122) went to Kangerong. Next day Big Benbow,
Dermot, Mr Man and Benger were sick. Thomas invited the two encampments
at Kangerong and Buckkermitterwarrer to come to Tubberubbabel.
12 May 1840
This was a Tuesday and Thomas visited the blacks at Kangerong to persuade
them to come to Tubberubbabel.199 Big Benbow, Deremot, Mr Mann and Benger
were still sick.200
13 May 1840
Thomas sent his cart to Poniong for potatoes for his family. Mr Man and family,
and Bobbinary and his family, plus six children rode in the cart, but there
was an accident going round and over Arthurs Seat and it was reported that
two boys were killed.201 Some blacks persisted in remaining at Kangerong but
Thomas would not take the rations to them there.202
14 May 1840
Thomas visited the blacks at the two encampments Buckkermitterwarrer and
Kangerong. At the latter, the blacks told him that his dray had broken down
at Kermitterrewarrer.203 He rode there to check the truth of the matter and
returned to Tuerong by way of Tubberubbabel to check on things. He sent his
son to Boniong to fix and bring back the dray. Big Benbow (Baddourup, Mary’s
father) was seriously ill and Thomas gave him medicine.204
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197 The brush fence enclosed the Kangerong waterhole and may be clearly seen on the survey plan of
Jamieson’s Special Survey, VPRS 8168, P/1, file 5A, PROV.
198 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, ML.
199 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 103, ML.
200 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 141, ML.
201 Thomas Journal CY 2604 item 3, frame ML. At the time, there were two tracks around Arthurs Seat,
see Chapter 10.
202 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 105, ML.
203 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, frame 105, ML. In his marginal note Thomas notes that the dray
actually broke down at Poliong. This is definitely Boneong, Meyrick’s station, where they went for the
potatoes.
204 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, ML; CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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16 May 1840
After going back and forth to Tubberubbabel, Kangerong and
Buckkermitterwarrer for two days, Thomas learned that the damage to the dray
was serious, that it was almost in pieces, but that the two boys were seriously
hurt, not killed. Surveyor Smythe ‘inhumanely’ refused assistance, and Mr
Hobson’s dray retrieved the situation. This day, Thomas moved permanently to
Tubberubbabel.205 He invited everyone at Buckkermitterwarrer and Kangerong
to come to Tubberubbabel, and they agreed to come tomorrow to hear him ‘big
one talk’ meaning Divine Service. The Doctor (Wongara) and his family except
for one youth who was very ill, left Buckkermitterwarrer for the limeburners.206
17 May 1840
This was a Sunday and Thomas found it ‘an imposing sight’ that all his own people
were seated in five family groups, and the ‘strangers’ as he called them – the Barrabools
and Mt Macedons – were seated all together but apart, for the distribution of rations
at Tubberubbabel. They seemed to know now what Sunday meant, he wrote.207 In
this journal entry, Thomas merely states that he had conducted part of his service in
their language. But in his periodical report he states that this was the first attempt to
speak to them in their own tongue, as previously:
I had before only spoke upon a God in my own Tongue English. We sang
and went to prayers. I distributed flour and rice to them it being Sunday,
and promised to distribute on the morrow Blankets and Shirts as far as
they went.208
18 May 1840
Everyone shifted to Tubberubbabel and Thomas distributed flour to everyone,
and explained his manufacturing policy.209
24 May 1840
Thomas extracted from the blacks their confession about the massacre of the
Twofold Bay blacks near Wilson’s promontory in February.210 They then left
Tubberubbabel, spent some days at Kangerong, then Buckkermitterwarrer,
then went on a triangular journey around their country to Sandy Point, having
given Thomas a mudmap of the route and a firm indication of how many days
205 Thomas Journal CY 2605, item 1, ML. Thomas Journal ends abruptly here and is followed by pages of
vocabulary. When this version of his journal resumes, it is September.
206 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 141, ML. Old Doctor had three children but one has been
gravely ill for some time. They left the sick one with Thomas. Smythe’s coastal survey shows the location of
the named limeburners from White Cliffs to Point Nepean.
207 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
208 Thomas Second periodical Report, 7 November 1840, VPRS 4410, unit 3/67, PROV.
209 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 142, ML. The details of daily living, work done, names etc will be
found in Chapter 4 on Tubberubbabel, and Chapter 9 on manufacturing industry.
210 See Chapter 8.
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they would encamp at each place.211 On Tuesday 2 June he rode out around
Arthurs Seat and along the coast, looking for smoke, for a sign of them, then he
remembered that the proposed return journey was not on the Port Phillip side of
the peninsula but across from Western Port, from Somers to Dromana.212
5 June 1840
Thomas rode out in the opposite direction to meet his returning blacks and
fell in with some of the principal Western Port people: Derremut, Ningernow
(Derrimut’s brother) and his lubra, Dindo (Derrimut’s mother), Budgery Tom and
family, Burrenum (Mr Dredge) and lubra and two brothers, and Munmungina.213
6 June 1840
These 13 people departed from Tubberubbabel to move in to the encampment just
beyond Kangerong (Buckkermitterwarrer). There were 55 people there all told.214
7 June 1840
82 blacks attended Divine Service: Thomas fed 42 men, 17 lubras, 19 children
and four sick, but they returned to the encampment by Kangerong to sleep.215
8 June 1840
To Thomas’ great surprise, three blacks left for Melbourne in Mr Martin’s boat
– Poleorong and Buller Bullet, but he does not name the third. The blacks came
back to Tubberubbabel and encamped by his hut.216
13 June 1840
Saturday. Thomas’ man Ross arrives at Tubberubbabel from Melbourne with an
‘Official’ which was a copy of the approval from the governor in Sydney via La
Trobe and Robinson for a reserve for the blacks.217
15 June 1840
Monday. Thomas started with a party of the natives of Western Port tribe, and
two Mt Macedons with their lubras towards that ‘Good country’ that they
described to Thomas and said that they wanted for their reserve; they gave
him a map and a compass bearing which was accurate. Thomas mentioned this
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211 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 144, ML. This mudmap includes as number 3 stopping place
Willamarang Cape Schanck. This is close to Bungil’s Cave on the cliff face at Cape Schanck, which has now
been placed on the Register by AAV as a result of research done by Fels and a group from the Flinders District
Historical Society in 2005.
212 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 145, ML.
213 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
214 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
215 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
216 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
217 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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accuracy to Budgery Tom who ‘laughed and considered me stupid that I did not
know that from the description they had before given me on parting’.218 They
camped at Kunnundrum on route but there was no water: Thomas’ waterbag
had just enough for a cup of tea for himself and the blacks.219

Fig 16. ‘Mudmap of route around Mornington Peninsula’
Thomas sketch, from the William Thomas papers, 1834–1868, 1902, Mitchell Library, reproduced with the
permission of the State Library of New South Wales.
218 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 148, ML.
219 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 148, ML.
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In what may or may not be a co-incidence, though there is no evidence to
interpret the events, in the same week that the majority of the Western Port
blacks took Thomas to Kulluk and pointed out their choice for a reserve with
some solemnity, Yal Yal, the co-owner of that same land took Henry Howard
Meyrick to the same general place Coolourt and pointed it out to him as a run.
16 June 1840
The party proceeded to the chosen place Kulluk, and Thomas was much gratified
by it … they encamped about one mile from Kulluk.220
17 June 1840
The Mt Macedon clanhead Ningolobin (Captain Turnbull) assaulted his wife.
18 June 1840
Ningolobin departed for Nunnup, then returned in:
a violent rage, throws his powerful spears promiscuously in the
Encampment. One hit the cart just where I was holding, and another
almost hit my man Davis. Budgery Tom and he has a regular set to.
They left Kulluk after a ceremony and returned to Tubberubbabel. The breaking
up of the encampment one mile from Kulluk had a pleasing appearance as they
descended down hill one by one, the women at some distance, also one by one,
but in another direction. They encamped on the journey back to Tubberubbabel
at a miserable place called Nermoin by Kokubel.221
19 June 1840
Arrived at Tubberubbabel safe about 11 o’clock.222
20 June 1840
At Tubberubbabel the whole encampment was excited by a rumour that the
Two Fold Bay blacks had killed Old Kullorluk (senior clan-head, signatory to
Batman’s treaty), and Young Budgery Tom (another clan-head, also a signatory).
Mr Hobson visited to complain that the blacks’ dogs had rushed his sheep, but
after discussion, concluded it was a tale of his shepherd. Thomas took a good
view, a sketch, of the encampment.223

220 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 148, ML. For all the information collected about their proposed
reserve, Kullurk/Kulluk/Coolart, see Chapter 7.
221 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 149, ML. Kokubel was one of their regular encampments on
their route around the peninsula, see Thomas diagram in Journal 12 July 1840, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
222 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
223 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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12 July 1840
For the three weeks since June 20, they have been at Tubberubbabel, with small
parties coming and going, giving Thomas their route, and a mudmap which he
copied, and their estimation of days away; they were at pains to tell him that
they were not going to Melbourne, and Thomas was gratified that they were
going by choice and not from necessity.224 He also gave them their ‘stipend’, ie
their rations, before they went off.225
14 July 1840
Thomas’ gratification was short-lived – on this day, they told him that they had
to move encampment because there were no kangaroo. ‘This convinced me’, he
wrote:
that the Blacks perambulate as much from necessity as choice, and, to
use a colonial Phrase, it is necessary in order to give that part of Blacks
run a spell.226
Thomas seems to be describing Indigenous paddock rotation.
15 July 1840
This was a very wet and windy day, fortunately for the poor blacks for game,
he recorded. They wanted to go to Melbourne but he encouraged them to move
encampment instead.227
19 July 1840
Finally, the natives shifted encampment to a flat by Tuerong. They were off in
‘five minutes’, so quickly that they could not have Divine Service. As they, ‘I
knew, shifted from dire necessity, I could not say nay’. But as usual, Thomas
would not permit his dray to travel on a Sunday: as they were no great distance
from his son’s station, he ordered Mrs Thomas to give them 24 pounds of
potatoes and six pounds of rice.228
20 July 1840
As soon as Thomas could find his bullocks he shifted his tent and took it to the
native encampment, by Tuerong, taking supplies with him, and relieved all who
applied.229

224
225
226
227
228
229

Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
See entry for Saturday 11 July 1840, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 161, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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21 July 1840
The blacks were still unsuccessful in hunting game, though at a new place, and
complained of not having any wax to stick glass on their spears.230 The lubras
were not inclined to make baskets, except two who sat down by Mrs Thomas
and made six watch pockets; the blacks were all bent on getting to Melbourne
– nothing but Melbourne will do.231
22 July 1840
The blacks give Thomas to understand that the parties away from the encampment
will not come in unless ordered to, and that they had been away from the tribe
too long. So Thomas got on his horse and went looking for them where the
blacks said they would be. He visited Buckkermitterwarrer and found Old Mr
Man and family, Old Billy, Dollar and Lively. They told Thomas to write a letter
and they would take it to the blackfellows out perambulating. He did so, in
their language. They all read it, and Old Mr Man held it carefully up to dry, as
though it were a draft for 1000 pounds. Thomas addressed it to the Koolin and
gave it to them to deliver, then returned to Tuerong.232
23 July 1840
Thomas went to Poleorong to look for another party but they had left three
nights ago, so he went onto Tantine, but they had left there one night ago. On
his return he found Nuluptune advising the encampment to leave and go to
Melbourne, but Thomas argued that they could not unless the Robinson and
the Governor233 ordered such a move. They wanted a letter for Melbourne, ie a
pass. Thomas refused.
They then had an argument about the work/rations issue. The blacks said that
they would get plenty to eat in Melbourne ‘Merregeek white men, plenty
bungarly Thomas’. He responded by recalling the goodness of the Governor,
what a large amount of white paper money the food cost, and how few skins
and baskets they had brought him lately. He showed them ‘more than ordinary
displeasure’; they said he was ‘big one sulky’; they said ‘we all gogo no
work’. He fed them and at the last serving out, he threw the pannican down
in anger saying ‘no good my blackfellows’. They went off for a long discussion
by the fire, and Thomas ostentatiously took the crosscut saw and got his eldest
daughter to help him cut down two trees. This shamed them, and Bob came and

230 Thomas’ drawing of spears, including the formidable glass-tipped spear, is reproduced as Fig 23.
231 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
232 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
233 La Trobe’s official title all through the 1840s, until Glorious Separation of the Colony of Victoria, was
Superintendent of the Port Phillip District of New South Wales. But the blacks always refer to him as the
Governor, or the big one Governor, and Thomas uses their language of description.
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took the saw out of the girl’s hand and he and Thomas cut down two more trees.
Then they all went back to work and worked hard till the evening. Thomas’ son
rewarded them for the work, and they replied ‘all gone sulky’.234
25 July 1840
They were ‘somewhat more satisfied’ this day, and actually asked for work;
Thomas lists the fetching of wood and water, harrowing, cross-cut sawing,
chopping, as work done: two people brought in skins. Budgery Tom acted
as foreman and appeared proud of it. Mr Hyatt called and said that he didn’t
know what Thomas had done with the blacks, but whenever they come now (to
Tontine) they are always willing to work.235
27 July 1840
Thomas sent his cart off from Tuerong to Melbourne for supplies, taking the
work of the blacks – seven fruit baskets, eight strong fruit baskets, 35 various
mats, 54 kangaroo skins, 46 Tuans, 12 Bemen, 12 opossum. The Chief Protector
arrived at Tuerong and found fault with everything; he told Thomas to collect
all his blacks, go to Melbourne, meet up with Yarra blacks, order provisions and
get the combined tribes to select a suitable spot for a location.236
28 July 1840
Robinson and Thomas visited Tubberubbabel, Kangerong and Buckkermitterwarrer, Thomas’ three Protectorate stations.237
4 to 5 August 1840
Thomas, guided by Budgery Tom and Bogy Bogy, walked from Tuerong to Sandy
Point to Kunnite (either East Creek or Stony Creek, unidentified positively as
yet) and back again to Tuerong by compass bearing given by blacks. They were
looking to round up Western Port blacks out hunting, in order for the whole
tribe to go to Melbourne according to Robinson’s instructions, to select a place
for a reserve.238

Transcription 4 and 5 August 1840
Wednesday 4 August 1840
am determined to go myself. The blacks try to persuade me off, by
telling me they are on the mountain and too much wood and no gogo
234
235
236
237
238

Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 164, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 165, ML. Robinson’s record is in Clark 1998, vol 1: 356–359.
Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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Yarraman [can’t ride a horse] I say me no frightened, me walk. They say
plenty break foot. But I was determined saying Mr Robinson say me
big one lazy. Finding me resolute, bedding one mark on the ground239 the
direction they were through the bush taking my compass, till debating
the matter. At last they said you be kill’d by wild black fellows, no
Marminarta then Western Port blackfellows. Me said no mind. 2*
[marginal note says Budgery Tom and Bogy Bogy] stepp’d forward and
said no long way, 2 sleep and nerlingo [come back], no you go alone,
we go with Marminarta. I said well Marnameck. Took damper in my
pocket to last for 4 days, compass and chart. Made the poor blacks work
hard till 4 o’clock. One of my blacks explains by Sandy Point. Made pot
of tea and begg’d they wld proceed to next bearing towards direction
of Cape Schank. The 2 blacks felt much surprised at not meeting their
tracks and talked to each other. They both had firearms. We went on
till sunset but without discovering any tracks of them and encamp’d
at a place called Kannite* where is some fine water in deep gullies like
a creek spring from must be a portion of the Wongo Range, and made
its way when full into the sea, tho at this time of the year the sand was
perfect by the beech. Yet about 200 yds from was a bank of salt water of
great size lock’d in by drifting up of sand, and must be at the wet season
a formidable inlet of the sea I believe, little if at all known [Stony Creek
or East Creek]. Some pretty pathes here and there of good feed in the
Ranges and many stray’d cattle appear, 36 or 38 came pass’d our sleeping
place at night to drink. I slep soundly under a gum tree with 2 armed
savages about me, I am sorry to say with more apparent safety than with
2 of my own colour so armed promiscuously in the Bush.
Wednesday 5 August 1840 [should be Thursday]
The two blacks give me to understand that the blacks not being there
or at the other place [Sandy Point] – are among the ranges 3 sleeps more
& vouch that they would be sure & bring them in, no good me going,
I should break my legs – I at first insist in going but knowing what
hungry fellows I had about me after a few miles walking, agree to leave
them on a perfect understanding that they bring in the blacks. They
unreasonably begg’d me damper, tea and sugar. I was not pleased as I
fully expected a night in the Bush. However on the faith their bringing
in the blacks cut off what I thought I should eat another meal & taking
a pannican and bit of sugar gave them the rest. Begg’d of them a good
guide [compass bearing] never mind what in the way. They say no go
strait. I say Yes you tell me. They directed me a strait line very carefully.
I took the bearing, shook hands and started. I passed over some queer
239
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country [grass trees ?] and thickly and thickly timbered ranges, but
kept my course, and making Ner Ner [Port Phillip] which I did in 3
hours. Made a fire, a pot of tea, smok’d my pipe, read a small portion of
Scriptures and proceeded. Such was the accuracy of the blacks direction
& I must take some little credit in my own direction in stearing to correct
and determination to pass if possible in a direct course that by 4 o’clock
I came withing 600 yards of my son’s hut [Tuerong], out of my course to
the west only that space*.
Thomas’ PS to this day’s entry states ‘Blacks much surprised at my finding my
way’.
10 August 1840
Thomas and blacks departed Tuerong after a stay of 21 days for Melbourne,
summoned by Robinson; they encamped at Poleorongon one night, then Konigo
one night, then Moody Yallock two nights en route. The party was short of food
and Thomas’ dray was filled with the blacks’ baggage.240
15 August 1840
Thomas and the blacks bypassed Melbourne; the whole of the Western Port
blacks, except Dr and family who are at Point Nepean, arrived at Kurruk (Toorak)
where the Yarra blacks are on a pretty north-facing rise by Yarra, 215 in all.241
19 August 1840
Old Kollorlok makes an noble and powerful speech, which much
surprised me, so fluent that he would not let another put a word in
edgeways. The purport of his speech was to pacify the blacks, that
before white man came no flour, that Black fellows got drunk
and made big one Governor at Melbourne sulky, that bye and
bye have a Pickaniny [little or small] Melbourne; no [not] white
fellows Melbourne, [but] Blackfellows’ Melbourne; Bulganna
[bullock/ beef] no [not] White Mans [but] black Mans; potatoes no
[not] white mans [but] black mans. This was all alluding to the station
about to be formed, and he concluded by saying white fellows come
to black fellows Melbourne, only Marminarta, Bob, Jemmy, bad
Davy say Yangelly, Yangelly [go away]; Black Police turn them away.
The concluding part of Kollorluk’s speech had a wonderful effect, all
through the encampment, Ah, Ah, Ah, Ah which in general and in this
case meant yes. They were pretty peaceable after this.242
240 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
241 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
242 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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Fig 17A. and B. ‘Marks made by Budgery Tom and Kollorlook on the
Geelong and Melbourne Treaties’
The Geelong signatures reproduced from the facsimile edition of James Dawson’s Australian Aborigines,
and the Melbourne signatures from the front and back of the Melbourne document, reproduced with the
permission of the State Library of Victoria.
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Fig 17B.
The Geelong signatures reproduced from the facsimile edition of James Dawson’s Australian Aborigines,
and the Melbourne signatures from the front and back of the Melbourne document, reproduced with the
permission of the State Library of Victoria.
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Kollorlook/Cooloolock/Koolerook/Coolorlock/
Kooloolook/Collerlook/Kollorluk/Colorlok
Western Port Bonurong ‘Chief’, listed, with his mark, as a signatory
to Batman’s treaty, senior owner of country at the top of Western Port
including Mahun.
6 Jun 1835 – Cooloolock’s name on Batman’s treaty (SLV); Coolorlock
– his mark recorded along with other signatories to Batman’s treaty
(Howitt Papers, Box 9, Folder 4, Paper 4, Museum of Victoria).
20 Mar 1839 – On Assistant Protector James Dredge’s first census as
Koolerook, Waworong tribe, aged 40, unmarried, family not ascertained
(Robinson Papers, vol 54, ML); 18 Sep 1839 – Old man; Thomas was
remonstrating against the killing of Peter, Mr Langhorne’s Murrumbidgee
boy, by local men. Blacks reacted ‘What for sulky. No good that
blackfellow, no his country and no good you’. Old Collorlook got very
angry and protected Thomas (Thomas Journal, set 214, box 1, ML).
1840 – Kollorlook has done the duties of a shepherd for 6 months
(Thomas Periodical Report, VPRS 4410, unit 3, no 67, p. 23, PROV);
1840 – Kollorlook – listed with Billy Lonsdale and d’Villiers in a group
of three at Arthurs Seat who are determined to go to Westernport
(Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 8, ML); 28 Feb 1840 – Kullerlook
leaves Thomas at Kunnung at Western Port and with several others
plus Thomas’ man Ross, goes to Melbourne (CY 2605, item 1, ML);
15 Mar 1840 – at O’Connors station near Dandenong en the way back
from the raid into Gippsland, Kullorlook stayed and went out with
O’Connor’s sheep (CY 2605, item 1, ML); 7 Apr 1840 – Collerlook is one
of a Council of six Port Phillip and Barabool blacks held by the side of
Thomas’ tent (CY 2605, frame 67, ML); 13 Apr 1840 – Kollorlook listed
among the families shifting encampment in Melbourne (CY 2605,
item 1, ML); 17 May 1840 – Thomas gave Kollorlock a red blanket
with which he was most pleased (CY 2604, item 3, ML); 21 June 1840
– a rumour had reported that Kullorluk and Budgery Tom (the two
‘chiefs’) had been killed by the Twofold Bay blacks, and Thomas was
pleased to record today that they were safe (CY 2604, item 3, ML);
17 Aug 1840 – Old Kollorluk makes what Thomas calls the noble and
powerful speech about the past and the proposed future (CY 2604,
item 3, ML); Oct 1840 – ‘Old Kooloolook, veteran, still hale and hearty,
but his hoary head and white beard, his scars tell of many years of
the rude buffeting of savage life’; he was the sage of the tribe, when he
spoke in Council all listened with the most respectful attention, his long
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experience in all the feints, ‘manoevers’, deceptions and expedients of
blackfellows, and his ready means of circumventing them, rendered
him almost indispensable to the tracking party, ‘a perfect Hawk-eye and
Leather stocking’ (WJ Thomas, describing him at the time he joined the
search party to track the Gippsland blacks who raided Jamieson’s station,
CY 3106, frame 106, ML).
25 Jan 1840 – Billy Lonsdale and most of the Western Port blacks
visited Nerre Nerre Warren and chatted with Thomas, Old Kollorlook
had a bad spear wound in his side (Byrt 2004: 53).
11 Feb 1841 – On a journey with the blacks from Nerre Nerre Warren
north-east by north over the ranges, Old Kollorlook’s athletic and
tracking skills were much appreciated (Byrt 2004: 53); Kollorlook
with Yal Yal, Yanki Yanki and Beruke alias Gellibrand gave Thomas
information about the murder by the Goulburn blacks of the Adelaide
black Jemmy at Whitehead’s station not 15 miles from Melbourne
(Thomas to Robinson, VPRS 11, unit 8/417, PROV).
Jan 1846 – Listed on Thomas Family Connections census as Kollorlook,
Western Port, belonging to the section that claims the country of
Mahun near Western Port, a widower (CY 3083, ML).
1 May 1848 – Kollorlook has a violent cold like influenza; Thomas gave
him Dover powder; 2 May 1848 – Old Kollorlook looked ‘very weak, he
says that he can scarce see, he does not complain of any pain. I make him
take some tea and some sugar. He says his new wife has gone away to
Geelong. His pulse weak but regular’; 3 May 1848 – ‘Kollorlook still weak
but would not take a gentle dose of rhubarb – but takes 2 pills to ease
the phlegm, after very great pressing and giving him some sugar and
pence – he says he no take physic for some wild black had taken his
fat*. Blacks say no use physic when fat is gone. Nor could I make any
impression on him or the Old Drs about him – to the contrary. This man like
others must take his chance. Oh God, when will these poor dark creatures
eyes be opened’. [*Thomas’ marginal note says that the old people after
this idea has seized them cannot be induced unless in great pain to take
any medicine] (CY 2606, frame 507, ML); Koollorlook’ obituary: ‘a Western
Port black, died 5 May 1848. He was the last living who signed the Deed
with the VDL adventurers in 1835. A fine black & faithful to the last to
the whites. He oftern Piloted me thro’ the Ranges, no fear of water when
Kollorlook led the party, but once in the Koronwarrable Ranges he was out.
We Encamped by the side of a creek, tho’ very deep no water. We were all
jaded. Poor Koolloluk said never before big one seen & no water here, his
words. Were in a great strait, about 3 blks, myself & 2 men, who were stating
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they were sure if not killed that we should die by hunger & thirst
following these wretches. We had loosed our bullocks. Kooloorlook
left us for an hour and returned saying no water. All of a sudden he
said No Bungerellarly get em water for [illegible] & banban oram
Yannanna – we always travelled with 2 2 gallon casks to fill when
we left. He led my two men follow him, watch the bullocks. He went
and about half a mile by men’s account in a scrub was a tremendous
hollow gum tree, must have lain there for years, which had a quantity
of water in which they filled the 2 Kegs which we quombad in our
tent for fear of loosing it. The lubras just got enough from the tree to
supply the wants of the encampment, but the poor bullocks was forc’d
to be chained to a tree all night. Koolloorlook was a great man. When
not in the Bush would settle down with Mr Ruffy or Mr O’Connor
shepherding. He was with Mr O’Connor a month or two constantly
for 2 years and never was know to lose a sheep. I have seen him on a
cold black Winter’s day enduring hail and rain in the Western Port
Plains. A shepherd on O’Connor’s station one evening came home with
many sheep short. This was a fine joak for Kulloorluck, he said stupid
white man no stupid Black Shepherd. He started by daybreak in
the morning and got in all the lost sheep. He was much opposed to the
formation of the Native Police & no sooner did any of the Coast Tribe
enter than he by enveigling them got them to desert. He came one day
to Nerre Nerre Warren and got two of the finest Blacks who labor’d
away, for two months the police was never sent out on a bush duty. I
do think Mr La Trobe’s fine feelings tho’ they were formed was afraid
of their destroying other blacks,, but they used for 2 hours March
Backwards and forward from 1 tree to a certain distance as in direction
of Captain Dana. Old Kollorlook watched this small duty & said to 2
fine Working blacks who were grubbing trees big one stupid you,
see Lazy fellows there only Yangan pickaning wages these blacks.
Me work Get Damper, tea, meat Tobacco etc. They entered into his
feelings and cut work.’ (Thomas Journal, CY 2606, item 1, frame 63,
ML).
Koolloorlook, Western Port tribe, male, aged 56, widower, died south
of the Yarra (Thomas Return, set 214, item 11, ML); Kollorlook had
a son of the same name who was mentioned in the first report of the
Central Board in 1861 as having been shepherding for 18 months and
never lost a sheep (1861: 17).
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27 August 1840
At Bolin (Bulleen) the Western Port blacks feel themselves that they have made
‘a sorry choice’ to join with Yarra blacks and settle. Yarra blacks say good
country this.243
2 September 1840
Thomas had a regular set to with the blacks. The Western Port blacks again want
to go to Gam Grim (between Carrum swamp and Dandenong), which Thomas
opposes on the grounds that there are too many white people there. Thomas
threatens to leave them and return to England. They try to pacify him and at
length both tribes agree to settle by the Koran Warabin Range (Dandenongs).
Robinson arrived and placed a map before them and Budgery Tom ‘by consent
of the others’ agrees that it is good land.244
5 September 1840
Thomas is guided by blacks from the Yarra and Western Port tribe to a spot
called Nerre Nerre Warren in the Corrhanwarrabul Ranges and decides that it is
a suitable place for a reserve for the two tribes.245
This is the effective end of the Protectorate on the Mornington Peninsula,
though there are frequent mentions in Thomas’ journal subsequently of visits
to the Mornington Peninsula checking all the encampments, looking for the
Western Port people who refused to stay at the new protectorate station Nerre
Nerre Warren.
It was uncharacteristic of Thomas to mock Budgery Tom for pretending to mapread. In his second periodical report Thomas describes what happened. He and
the Chief Protector showed Budgery Tom a map of the district. Budgery Tom
then made a ‘fair’ map on the ground and pointed with a stick to the place
which he believed suitable. It was a sophisticated choice being on the margin
of Bonurong and Waworong land: Tangenong (Dandenong) creek flowed into
Port Phillip and was thus clearly Bonurong. North of Dandenong creek was
Warworong. The creek itself is not the boundary, but rising ground somewhere
to the north of it would have been the no-man’s land where both groups could
hunt but not camp, and the route by which messengers travelled.
Thomas set off for this place with five men, two of them Bonurong, and three of
them Waworong, reflecting precisely the relative numerical strengths of the two
tribes, similar to the selection of the five domestic police. Then he came back to

243 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
244 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, frame 189, ML.
245 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, item 3, ML.
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Melbourne to gather all the people up and move them. There were 200. But they
refused to go, calling Thomas a spy246 and not a friend, blaming him as the cause
of the authorities’ removing them from Melbourne.
Robinson threatened ‘coercive measures for their removal’247 and Thomas found
himself arguing that such would be against the whole protectorate charter
which was ‘to protect’. He said that the only effective way to get them to move
would be to provide them with a homestead. La Trobe agreed and approved the
place Nerre Nerre Warren.
When Thomas reported this to the two tribes, they received it with ‘particular
satisfaction’248 but stayed put until they actually saw the flour and the rest of
the stores. Thomas went on to say that he thought that the news of the proposed
homestead which he thought would have filled their minds with gladness had
no effect on them, because they were ‘literally glutted’249 with provisions from
the town of Melbourne.
24 September 1840
‘The fact is that the blacks are so bountifully supplied by Melbournians that
they not only get lazy but dainty, no longer begging bullocks’ heads, sheep
heads etc to encampment’.250 He went on to relate the example of one of Mr
Walpole’s bullocks. It was injured, and it was a long time before it was put out
of its misery. But in the end ‘the blacks refused to catch as it was not fresh’.
Thomas must mean that the head and other off-cuts were the payment the
blacks received for helping to catch and kill a beast. In this case the poor beast
had lingered too long and the blacks did not regard the meat as good and so
they refused it.251
25 September 1840
Bogy Bogy and his party came in to the encampment on the Yarra with news.
Thomas wrote that they don’t know just how much of their talk that he
understood. But they did: the whole of the blacks moved across to the other
side of the Yarra to get away from him ‘for one night to plenty talk’.252
246 CY 2604, frame 192, ML.
247 Thomas Third Periodical Report, VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 68: 2, PROV. In his monthly summary for
September, Thomas quotes Robinson ‘The Chief Protector states if I cannot persuade them there is force at
my demand. I strongly object to it and propose resignation rather than use force’ (Thomas Journal, set 214/2,
item 5(b): 11, ML).
248 Thomas Third Periodical Report, VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 68: 3, PROV.
249 Thomas Third Periodical Report, VPRS 4410, unit 3, item 68: 3, PROV.
250 Thomas Journal, CY 2604, frame 205, ML.
251 This discriminating judgment of what constitutes good food stands in marked contrast to what Robinson
recorded the previous year ‘bullocks that were drowned, tho in a fetid state, afforded ample food for the
Natives’, 15 March 1839 (Clark 1998b: 16).
252 CY 2605, frame 133, ML.
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Their proposed expulsion from the town had heightened the generosity of
the settlers who planted in their minds the view that ‘that place no good
Blackfellows, too much work there’. Thomas again raised with Robinson the
issue of their future support, that is, giving them rations: partly, he was afraid
of not being reimbursed if he fed them out of his own stores as he had done at
Tubberubbabel.
As matters turned out, the delay proved to have awful consequences to
everyone, as Major Lettsom arrived in town. While the blacks stayed put in
Melbourne waiting for assurances about future food, they had sent messengers
to the Goulburns asking them to come down to Melbourne: Major Lettsom
followed them down to Melbourne. Lettsom had a list of Aborigines wanted by
the authorities as ‘objectionable characters’ including two of Thomas’ blacks.
Lettsom said that if he could not get those on the list he would take others as
hostages.253
Thomas went into familiar defence mode on behalf of his blacks: there was no
charge against the Aborigines; there was no recognised authority ie a constable,
to exercise the warrant; he would not comply, as compliance would mean going
against his instructions from the British government. If hostages were taken, he
predicted, ‘the whole colony might become a scene of carnage’.
Thursday 1 October 1840
This is not the day of the well known roundup by Major Lettsom. When the
well known roundup occurred, Thomas was with Nunuptune and Mumbo
tracking the Kurnai who raided Jamieson’s (see Chapter 8). On this day Thomas
had a discussion with the Bonurong and asked them if the soldiers had taken
any of their Koolings and they said:
no, that they had swum the river & some had got up the trees, but that
many of them were further on at Mr Smythe’s.254
He left this group and went to George Smith’s where:
the men women and children flocked around me. I pacified them as
well as I could. One Old Man Moragine said ‘me no go to Nerer Nere
Warren, bye & bye big Wild Soldier come there, me stop here, die
here’. I stopp’d about them some hours trying to pacify them, had their
fears of coming to Nere Nere Warren, said ‘we gogo bush first and
then when all gone wild soldiers, come Nere Nere Warren, and no
253 One copy of the list is an estray at CY 2605, items 2–3, frame 129, ML.
254 That is further on than Merri Creek, not with the big encampment, at Surveyor Smythe’s. This makes
sense; later this month Thomas records that the whole of the Western Ports moved because they were afraid
of the Goulburn blacks, CY 2605, frame 169, ML.
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more come to Port Phillip. Why white man big one frighten Black
fellow?’ I endeavoured to persuade them that the cause originated
in Black Fellows killing White men, & that Governor in Sydney sent
soldiers to catch Black fellows. They said ‘plenty Bungarlarly Big one
wild soldiers, no Port Phillip Black Fellow kill White man’. I left
them a little pacified but their revenge not satisfied. Some said they
would go and get plenty Goldbourn and Barrabool Black fellows
to come and be sulky with white men. I returned to my dray and
proceeded towards Nere Nere Warren.255

Major Lettsom’s roundup
Major Lettsom’s well known roundup, the ‘carnage at Hydleburg’ happened on
Sunday 11 October 1840, a Sunday according to Thomas, but he is wrong about
this, as it happened the day before.256 In one account that he wrote, Thomas
mentions Major Newman, Lt Russell and 11 mounted redcoats ‘Karbines etc
glaringly presenting themselves’ galloping at 6.30 am to surround the sleeping
blacks on the Heidleberg road, ‘the earth shook under them’.257
They shot dead the famous, respected and admired Winberri while he was in the
act of raising a waddy against an officer, and they rounded up and marched into
the barracks at Melbourne between 200 and 400 people of the Thongworong,
Waworong, Wooralim and Boonworong tribes. Winberri was aged 23, brother
of Nerimbineck, son of old Ningologin, a Yarra black.258 Winberri was by family
connection able to pass safely through distant remote tribes,259 a man with a
‘noble spirit’ according to Thomas who wrote a three page description of the
unusual mourning ritual for Winberri carried out morning and evening by his
aged father and his only sister.260

Robinson’s account of the aftermath of Major
Lettsom’s roundup
This account has been transcribed and published, but is accessible only in
libraries. It is reproduced here in full, except for the list of Goulburn blacks and
Yarra blacks who were arrested. According to Robinson, no Bonurong people
were incarcerated in gaol, though some were injured.
255 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 143, undated estray, ML.
256 Thomas Journal, CY 2605, frame 171, ML.
257 Thomas Journal, October-December 1840, set 214/2 (c), ML.
258 First report of raid in Dredge Diary, Ms 5244: 173, SLV; circumstances of raid in La Trobe to Col Sec
enc No 2, 46/598; Winberri a Yarra black stirring up Goulburn blacks, Peter Snodgrass to La Trobe, 30 March
1840, VPRS 19, box 4, 40/237, PROV; death, Thomas Return of Births and Deaths, VPRS 4410, unit 3, PROV.
259 Thomas in Bride 1969[1898]: 408.
260 Papers sent to Mr Duffy, 1858, CY 3131, frames 79–81, ML.
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Sunday 11 October 1840
About 9am His Honor and Major Lettsom called at my office to report
that the three tribes, Boongerongs, Waverongs and Tar.doon.gerongs had
been surrounded by the military and police force and were all lodged in
the stockade at the prison barracks and that Windberri who had resisted
the authorities had been shot dead. See evidence and depositions. His
Honor gave me an order to get supplies from the contractor Craig for the
natives. He said women and children all had been taken and that they
were drafting out the worst characters. I said I would immediately go
to them. Mr Lilly called soon after and said Mr Parker had sent him to
inform of what had arrived. I said I had been apprized. Parker he said
was with them. Rode into town. Mounted Robert on a horse of my own
to attend me. Found about 300 natives men women and children in the
stockade huddled together. They were picking out the accused by the
whites. Snodgrass was very conspicuous and busy. There was crowd of
white people at the barracks. The natives were pleased to see me. Gave
them a supply of food. Thirty five men and boys were chained, two by
two, and separated from the rest. Their wives and children and mothers
were there and witnessed a harsh and heart rending scene and I may add
illegal proceeding. Mr Wilkinson said he witnessed the bringing in of
the natives and said he was shocked by the cruelty of the military and
police. If the women, many of whom had young children, happened to
be behind as also the old and infirm, they were goaded with bayonets
by the soldiers and hit with the but end of their muskets or cut with the
sabre of the native police [there was no Native Police Corps in existence
at the time; this puzzling reference must refer to the same kind of sabres
that had been issued to the 1837 Native Police Corps under de Villiers].
This I heard from several respectable individuals and which was too
clearly born out by the wounds on the persons of the natives I myself
saw their scars and subsequently mentioned it to His Honor. One man
had a piece cut out of his cheek, some said it was by the bullet that
killed Winberri, another old man, Bor.run.up.ton, I saw with a cut
on the crown of his head. Mr Le Souef reported that a man who had
escaped and come to his station had a bruise on the ear. Several of the
women showed me the injuries they had received from the military and
police sent to apprehend them. Was in communication with His Honor
the greater part of today. His Honor read me a letter he’d addressed to
Major Lettsom relative to the subject of the previous day’s meeting
and averting to my sentiments and also the way the natives were to be
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apprehended etc. The undermined Aboriginal natives were chained by
the leg, two together, and lodged in gaol [here follows the list of names
of Yarra and Goulburn blacks].
In the afternoon rode out with Mr Simpson and Yaldwin to where the
natives had encamped, which was about two miles on the Heidelburgh
rode. The day was fine and we overtook Mr Hobson and with a few native
men who were going out to their place of encampment at the verge of
the new town to the run of Captain Lonsdale near the remains of a small
camp. The fires were burning at the large camp which occupied a large
space of open ground and clear. The native’s utensils lay scattered about
in every possible direction: spears, broken rope and different articles of
clothing. It grieved me to see such which to the natives these articles
are of value as much or more so than our fine habiliments for a greater
amount of labour has been expended upon them. Articles of some kinds
lay scattered along the line of […]. A vast number of dogs had also been
shot, not as was stated by order of Mr La Trobe, but by some malicious
and evil disposed white persons. I found Mr Parker t the camp with some
blacks whom I had ordered there for the purpose of collecting the articles
belonging to the natives. On my arrival Ningkallerbil and Little Benbow
went missing with all speed and shouting for help before a mounted
policeman who was galloping after them. I reprehended his conduct.
Some of the white ruffians had stolen and taken away a variety of articles
belonging to the natives. There was no merit in attacking the natives
they were encamped on open ground and contiguous to Melbourne. All
the troops […] and mounted and border police surrounded them and all
mill round. The Port Phillip natives made no resistance. One man Pudg.
ger.re Tom saw the armed party approach first and gave the alarm. The
troops surrounded the native camp and commenced breaking the spears
of the natives. At first the Goulburn blacks took up their weapons, fear
or custom might have induced that. The Port Phillip natives told them
to lay them down again, which they did. Ningkallerbell, Pardeweerap
[this is Poor.tow.rup/Baddorup/Big Benbow/Mr Smith/George Smith’s
blackfellow, Yankee Yankee’s father, Barebun/Mary’s father] and some
others of the Boongerongs pointed out the Goulburn blacks and others
that were wanted to the soldiers. Ningkallerbell told me this. For further
particulars of capture refer to comment next book. Men, women and
children, old and young invalids and others were all huddled away
together like a drove of cattle or sheep. Women with young children,
if unable to keep up with the rest were struck. Old men, several as well
as young, had sabre cuts some on their heads and on other parts of
the body. I was told by Mr Wilkinson and other respectable persons it
was a melancholy sight: the natives crying and making a noise at the
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camp. Windberry was pointed out by a rascally white man Bill, who has
associated with the blacks from the commencement of the settlement
and who had been for a length of time cohabiting with Borremun’s
wife, alias Dredge, wife’s name Mary Ann. I rode out with Yaldwin
and saw the camp and the body of Winberri who was shot. This was a
melancholy business, he was shot by Sergeant Leary, see evidence, in
the act as they say of striking Vignoller. Afternoon went and saw the
black buried outside the burying ground. A coffin had been made. After
the natives see list had been drafted out, about 22 in all, they were iron
and handcuffed and put in gaol and the Port Phillip men women and
children were liberated. I sent them over the water with Parker.261
According to Thomas, in timing this ‘unconstitutional’ roundup, Major Lettsom
specifically took advantage of Thomas’ absence tracking the Gippsland blacks
who raided Jamieson’s. Many people bore to their graves the scars of the wounds
they received that day of Lettsom’s roundup.262 One of these was the Bonurong
chief Mingaragon/Old Mr Man whose biographical entry is in chapter 6.

261
262

Clark 1998, vol 2: 7–10.
Papers sent to Mr Duffy, 1858, CY 3131, frames 79–81, ML.
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